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CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES

The active participation of each one at this Working

Conference is sincerely welcomed and appreciated.

Six years ago, the 1984 `Cherry Hill Conference on "Developing

Programs and Instructional Materials for Adult Basic Education and

Job Skill Training," sponsored by the American Educational Publishers

Institute in cooperation with the United States Office of Education,

initially identified two of the specific goals for this National

Working Conference. The implementation of these goals is yet to

be achieved:

1. To develop a practical strategy for designing a
more cooperative communications structure among
adult educators, publishers and media specialists
assuring continuity for the most effective creation,
research and field testing activity in developing
curricular instructional materials for the diverse
educationally disadvantaged adult populations.

2. To cooperatively identify the curricular instructional
priorities, to serve as guideposts "throughout the
Seventies," toward which adult educators, publishers
and media specialists can direct their efforts mare
efficiently and effectively.

Over the past six years, each of us has reached a level of

experience and expertise, working with the disadvantaged adult

populations enabling us to effectively accomplish the objectives of

this 'oorking conference." We welcome, with the upmost of appreciation,

your assistance in achieving these goals to benefit all members of

our society.

Ray J. Ast

Project Director
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INTRODUCTION

Five major concerns were originally identified, (1) specific information

about the adult to be served, (2) a more precise identification of the "Plaid

of adult education", its goals and objectives, as well as present and future

setting, (3) directions for more cooperative experimentation and research in

terms of curricular-instructional materials and media for the 1970s, (4) a

continuing structure for dissemination of findings, (5) instructional needs of

specific disadvantaged adult population, e.g., Urban Adult, Rural Adult,

Reservation Indian, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, Migrant, Correctional and

Institutional Clientele. It was determined that a conference of this length

should concentrate on not more than two areas. Therefore, the two objectives

as stated by Mr. Ast on page ii were selected.

The cooperation of many individuals made the coordination of the Conference

a pleasure. Particular appreciation is extended to Ray J. Ast, Director of the

Project; Dr. Austin J. McCaffrey and Mary McNulty of the American Educational

Publishers Institute for their Constant support; to Rq.th F. Dixon for the de-

tailed physical arrangements at the Conference Site; to Barbara Richardson and

other members ox"' the Adult and Continuing Education Resource Center Staff who

have assisted in all stages of the Conference including compilation of the

Conference Proceedings. The Working Committee contributed many hours in pre-

conference planning. I wish to give acknowledgement / to the special committees

and the chairmen.

Ten working groups met for four hours and forty-five minutes during the

conference schedule. Some of the participants continued their discussion

Thursday evening. A group catalyst and a reporter worked with M. Eldon Schultz.

in condensing and refining the recommendations. The Conference Coordinator

wishes to recognize and extend appreciation to the group chairman, catalyst,

recorder, and Mr. Schultz.
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In addition to the reference material noted in the appendix, special

permission was granted by Howard A. Matthews, Director, Division of Manpower

Development and Training, Office of. Education, for discussion of the curriculum

guide Motivation and the Disadvantaged Trainee, developed under a contract between

the Office of Education, Division of Manpower Development and Training, and the

American Institute of Engineering and Technology, Chicago, Illinois. Selected

leaders in each working group were responsible for reviewing the guide.

The position papers, presentations of the publishers and the recommendations

are included as submitted. Other portions of the proceedings have been edited

from tapes by the conference coordinator.

As we go into the SevenUes, if continuous communication becomes a reality

among the groups represented and more effective materials are produced as a result

of this inter-change of ideas, then the Second Cherry Hill Conference will have

been a success.

Mabel M. Ouderkirk
Conference Coordinator
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OPENING SESSION

American Educational Publishers
Institute

1

Chairman, Austin J. McCaffrey
Executive Director

Good evening ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the opening sessions

of the National Conference - Strategy and Action: Curricular-Instructional

Materials and Related Media for the Disadvantaged Adult in the 1970s. It is

a long title but it i6 also a large subject, In 1964, a conference was held

here at Cherry Hill to explore the challenges and opportunities of Adult Basic

Education and job Skill Training. As a result of the meeting, many new programs

were undertaken, but with the quickened pace of technology and the rising

expectations of America's minorities, the accomplishments were far below what

the conference participants had hoped to achieve. We are back here again,

six years later, with new leaders and a new spirit. Erupticas in our cities,

restlessness on our college campuses, outspoken comments by our educational

leaders, all point up the need for a program of action. Your conference

planners have worked diligently to make this effort one of significance. The

sessions are'designed to maximize involvement and exchange of views. It is a

shirt- sleeve affair - we hope that each of you will bring to each session, your

greatest enthusiasm and commitment. 'Unless we can demonstrate, at this

conference, the urgency to develop and to utilize instructional materials in

a curriculum designed for disadvantaged adults, we may find it difficult to

rally support at a time when our nation is examining its educational priorities.
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GREETINGS

Bureau, Adult n d Continuing
Education, State of New.Jersey
Department of Education

Rocco Gambacorta
Assistant Director

Dr. Carl L. Marburger, our Commissioner of Education, will not be

with us this evening. He fully intended to keep this engagement, but bowed

out in the past twenty-four hours. Yesterday morning he called me into his

office and requested that I extend to you, his most sincere regrets for not

appearing in person. The teachers in Newark have gone on strike, acting

against an injunction. He has an emergency meeting with school officials

and Governor Cahill to untangle the crisis ih Newark. Commissioner Marburger

talked about the prioritis of the Seventies, and would like me to make it

very clear that Commissioner Allen's "Right to Read" should not be misinter-

preted. "The Right to Read" is not for children alone, but includes the

right for all its citizens, especially the adults. This appears to be the

national commitment into the Seventies. If fulfillment of this commitment.

is to become a reality, then it must also be the priority and the commitment

into the Seventies for each of the individual states. Commissioner Marburger

said that New jersey is making such a commitment, that this is our priority

also. He and Governor Cahill are in accord in support of this priority. As

Commissioner, he feels the need for the close cooperation among the adult
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educators, publishers, and media specialists. He would suggest that the

outcome of this conference would be those new and dynamic guidelines for

curriculum development relNbed and relevant to the education of the

disadvantaged adults during the Seventies.

Dr. Clyde Weinhold is the Director of the Bureau of Adult and Continuing

Education, New Jersey Department of Education and a member in good standing

at the 1964 Conference sponsored by the United States Office of Education

and the American Textbook Publishers Institute. Some of you know Clyde as

the Past President of NAPCAE, Program Chairman for Galaxie, etc., etc. We,

in New Jersey, feel most fortunate to have an outstanding adult educator to

work with. Clyde is, at present, in Lima, Peru, basking in the sun. I have

a card from him:

"Lima is a fascinating city. We're enjoying sightseeing,
shopping, eating in the restaurants, and getting thawed out.
This is a lovely, sunny climate. The temperature is in the
seventies. The skies are bright, and a balmy breeze blows
in from the Pacific. It's a great vacation and, we may decide
to stay for several rnnths."

Clyde extends his warmest wishes to all gathered here for, the Second

National Working Conference on Adult Education and hopes for its success.

The Bureau of Adult and Continuing Education, sponsored a 309 Project

Demonstration and Materials Evaluation in cooperation with the United States

Office of Education and the American Educational Publishers Institute. Our

Bureau and staff is in full support of the Conference. Some of us are here

as planners and others as participants. I'd like to read a very short

paragraph from a newsletter we sent this past week:

"It is the adult who makes the decisions of a self-governing
society. Our social order is shaped by the acts of grown-ups,
not children. To cope with the awesome social problems that
now confront us, we must arm the adult with the latest facts



andthe wisest information. The world of tomorrow
cannot be built on obsolescent learning.

We have staked the preservation of American democracy upon the
education of our people. We took the first step in the
achievement of this objective when we established our public
schools for our children. It is now apparent that this was not
enough. Fulfillment of the total task requires the creation of
a program of education for the individual that is coterminous
with life itself."

Thank you, and welcome to New Jersey.

New Jersey Association for
Adult Education

Doris Hayman
President

It is indeed a pleasure to welcome you to New Jersey on behalf of the

New Jersey Association for Adult Education. Adult Education and Cherry Hill

must be synonymous, because Rocky and I couldn't both live here and not be

concerned, about adult education in our home town. Rocky helped organize our

most forward thinking and growing adult school, we believe, in the State of

New Jersey. I don't happen to be a part of that school system, so I can gay('

it a plug. I represent the private community in adult education. It is an

honor for us to have you here. I hope that we may be able to incorporate in

our own Spring Conference in April, some of the learnings and insights you

will develop here. These will, help our other adult educators in the State of

New Jersey to keep on top of the problems facing all of us. We're rather proud

of our State. We think we've done some exciting things as an organization and

also individually: rlyde is Past President of the National Association for

Public Continuing. Adult Education and we have the incoming President of

American Education Association-USA. New Jersey has a few things going for it

other than just the casinos, but do have a good time, and thank you for

including me thin evening.



INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER

Montclair State College

Ray J. Ast
Project Director
President,Elect of AEA-USA

Our speaker this evening is a most outstanding individual, not only

as a delightfully warm human being, but as a person who has undertaken a

great deal of thinking, plann ,ng and conceiving about education. Our speaker

has been especially,selected as a keynoter because of his experiences.

Dr. Milton A. Young is the Senior Research Scientist at the Traverlers Research

Corporation, Hartford, Connecticut. His background of experience ranges widely,

including evaluation and planning for the educational systems in the city of

Washington, D. C. He has had a great deal of other educational planning

experience, not only in connection with the New York State Education Depart-

ment, but also with private corporations. All of his efforts have been

directed to creating a much more effective, a much more systematic approach

to looking at education. If we are concerned about priorities for the

1970s - curricular areas, instructional material areas - I think we should

take a very close look at each other's expertise and competencies. We should

each increase our understanding of the problems inherent in the production of

materials, the scope of the utilization of materials and as one of our key

objectives, the development of some kind of an intercommunicating system,

that can be ongoing and continuous throughout the 1970's, among publishers,

media producers and educators. Dr. Young received his Ph.D. from the

University of Connecticut, and is an Associate Professor in the Institute for

Human Development at the University of Hartford. He is employed with the

program in Washington, D. C., to monitor the further development of a new

educational system.
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The Travelers Research Corporation

Milton A.. Young
Senior Research Scientist

We need to look at the educational institution as a whole. We need to

view it from an upper level. The analogy that my assistants suggest is that in

looking at the United States and its relationship to foreign peoples and the

protection of citizens of the United States, you do not discuss the various

forms of defensive military equipment - you talk about various kinds of foreign

policy: the United Nations versus increasing our armed forces. I am suggesting,

in this slide presentation that we look at education from a totally new view,

rethink it from the beginning to give ,us a mental image of what it could be

in the future. The approach to this is to begin to look at what 1990 and 2000

mean. The people in our educational system will be living in that kind of world.

I am going through very rapidly .the diagnostic part of the system, you

are familiar with what is wrong. Most of the books relative.to this are

essentially diagnosis. People are beginning to present alternatives to the

present system of education.

The title of this is a Process to Enable the Community to Design and

Implement Its Own New System of Education. The reason for its being a process

is that we have learned very quickly that you do not lay a new program on thc.!

community any longer, from building a highway to a new housing development, the

community has to be involved at the beginning or else they wipe yoU out very

quickly. We are involved in a PROCESS. Each community designs its own new

system of education because what it wants should be in its on educational

system.

The promise of the future, I believe, is that man has stepped one step

further into the future in terms of where he is, out of the Animal Kingdom
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into a new category. The difference is that man can now design his own future.

Think 0.1) the tremendous power of that statement - that we are, in fact, in.,

volved in designing the future that we ourselves will live in. The promise

in the future is tremendous - the opportunity - the use of technology - the

changes, etc. But at the same time, we are unable to solve the accompanying

problems at any level . the suppression, the loss of identity, the inability

to deal with alientation and poverty all of these problems seem to escalate.

The present system is an administrative structure for facilitating the use of

funds in certain predestined manners which, in its last job, has to do with

educating people. A person gets into more trouble for failing to balance their

register than they do for failing to teach people to read. When you apply

program planning budgeting, you do not apply itto the education; but to the

administrative structures. Look at the paperwork that gets pushed through

the system, very little of it has to do with improving the education of people;

more of it has to do with keeping track of what is happening, monitoring the

attendance, how many times people walked down the hall, and so forth. We

talk about loss of identity, turning out the same kinds of people, managing

people in such a way that they lose what is happening to them. We talk about

the alien/ation of students, the physical or psychological dropout, stamping out

youngsters into stereotypes, with the same roles, We have been unable to

achieve either economic or racial integration because we are unable to cope ,

with differences in the systems. When we make decisions, we cannot implement

them. The community is now saying to us, "You are a failure in education.

We will not tolerate failure. We want to have more to say about what happens

in our educational system." We have a constant mixing of programs with new

titles, new orders, new sequences but essentially education costs will double

again in approximately the next ten years in many of the communities across the
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country which have an insufficient tax base to support that kind of enterprise.

We have continuous dropouts both in the high schools and, colleges. I do not

blame the people in the system for where we are now. It happened accidentally.

We are unable to get out of wnat'apparently is an interlocking system.

The first education classrooms were attached to the Church. Essentially

the educational system was a screening system for ministers and priests. We

added the professions of law and medicine. Many people were successful before

the end of the century without ever having learned to read and, write.

Around the turn of the century we began to get mandatory education.

Educators take credit for it, but in fact, it was the labor unions and the

farmers who did, not want the youngsters on the job hunt. They encouvaged state

legislatures to pass mandatory education acts. Educators found themselves

with a different group of youngsters. They invented things for them - voca-

tional education, special education, or track system. The training of teachers

increased from two to six years. They began to misuse the Lg. scores as an

excuse for failing younoters, We actually have a barrier to being educated.

Many youngsters are unable to function in the present system, they do not know

how to get through it. It is an irrelevant socialization process which trains

them to do one thing well . how to get along at the next level. It is almost

totally unrelated to what happens in the world. Educational institutions are

isolated from the community, with barriers, or fences around them.

Now we are demanding higher and higher competencies of people. In the

last couple of decades the American public is demanding a totally new thing

from its educational system. It is saying to the educators, "Any youngster who

drops out is your fault. We want to maximize the potential of every student,"

Educators are unable to respond because the system is interlocking. We have

been improving the system very much like we have improved the airplane. We are
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up to he Boeing 747 stage. We have improved the system, but the alternative

now is to begin to look at it differently. Adult continuing education is one

of the most flexible systems. In going to the moon we decided on an objective

and we used, what we knew to build a new concept. A way of looking at the way

we have attempted to solve problems helps focus in on what the future needs to

We have attempted the direct, institutional and the personal approaches.

The direct approach has created side problems, e.g., frequently what you build

as a new housing development, becomes a ghetto very quickly, If you substitute

a different form of payments to poor people, they still feel that they are

being given a handout. The highway system going through the cities create new

problems. The direct approach is not working in the institutional approach, we

can attempt to solve the educational problem at various levels: administrative

decentralization, integration, sub-systems, new leadership, major government

programs, parallel systems or education corporations. I am part of an education

corporation, but I think that the educational corporations with corporations

that produce educational materials do not have the answers. They should be

responsive to what we think should happen to students and those are broader

community responsibilities. 111 system cannot break out because it is inter-

locking; we change teacher education and the teachers you educate cannot find a

job. We change what is happening in the classroom through team teaching; soon

that phase is out because some teachers cannot get along with each other. Para-

professionals are phased out very quickly because teachers do not know how to

work with them. All the parts in the system are interacting, and they extin-

guish change in each other.

The third approach and the one that I think will really make a difference

in the future is the personal approach: I think 1990 looks like temporariness,
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the outside world will institutionalize change, Things will be changing so

rapidly, people will be moving about so quickly and new knowledge will be

instantaneous. In the next decade a langu46e will be invented for the eomputc

which will do the same thing for knowledge as the music notation systom did fov

music. It will make common all the knowledge. It will be available to each

individual almost instantaneously. Therefore, learning blocks of knowledge is

really an irrelevant process. Much of what is happening in the education system

today is irrelevant; five or ten years from now they will be outrageous. For a

person to be able to survive in a world which has instant communication,

constantly changing environment, new interaction between people and systems,

new technology, the individual will have to have internal stability and a

positive self-concept, a sense of who he is, a sense of control of what is

happening to him, and some mission. Otherwise, the world twirling around will

destroy him. There will be more alienation, more separation. I think trying to

change the present educational system without a different model is very much like

trying to shoot an airplane to the moon. It is designed for something totally

different, an era that is past. The present educazional system is inadequate for

the Seventies, Eighties and Nineties.

A new system of education starts with no gimmicks. When we were first

approached about building New Town in Washington, D. C., a question of the

architects was "where do you put the teachers and the school buildings?" The

answer: "you start with the kind of life you want people to live." It is no

longer sufficient to go to work, come home and watch the television set. People

are looking for more than just living. They want an art. I think the system of

the future is going to have to help the people learn the art of exploring who

they are, and their environment in new ways. Work will only be one component c2

how to live. In designing a new system of education we develop a set of



characteristics, a set of requirements, alternatives that people can deal with

and invent their own system. The commmity has to own its system of education

or very quickly it will not support it. The system must be self-renewing,

otherwise, in the very near future, it will be as out-of-date as the present ore.

These are some of the operating principles we used. There is not any reason

why an education facility should be different from any other building. Jobs will

be changing rapidly and people will have five, six, ten jobs during their entire

lives. We know that all education does not occur in the classroom. Most

education occurs in other places. The media has a tremendous impact on people

today. Certainly the government, the church, and the family are early educational

instruments we need to consider.

Adults stop and then learn. 1 have seen someone not learn for twelve years

and learn the whole twelve years in one. We need individual personal planning.

We could devise such a plan without excessive costs if we use a little imagina-

tion with our resources; use the best of technology and remember that essentially

people will learn more from other people than they will from any other source of

information. The individual personal plan promotes learning. There is no reason

for having a teacher with twenty-five ox' fifteen 'students or thirty students.

tried to trace down the history of why there were twenty-five students in a class-

room and I could not find an educational or psychological reason. I found the

answer in books on architecture. Piers are placed at a certain distance from one

another to support the ceiling. Wherever you put a pier, you put a wall and when

you have four walls, you put a teacher with twenty-five to thirty students. If

you have thirty you may as well have five-hundred, because you are not really

interacting. There are a whole group of side circumstances that are no longer

applicable.

We can multiply our educational resources by utilizing the resources in the

community. There is no reason for people having to be in one building. There is
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no reason .for people coming to a:central place. It is really an old-fashioned

idea. Staff training has to be a part of the system. Somehow we conclude that

if a person gets a certificate he can teach. We are talking about a system

where people are constantly being trained. Every staff member is a student

part of the day, It becomes part of the system.

The organization has to be different. We have a rigid hierarchy which

stifles any kind of creativity where any one person who disagrees holds up

everything; A system where everybody must wag their heads "yes" at the sar

thing to make anything happen, and that is virtually impossible especially if

everyone is in different places. The decision should be made by the people who

are involved in it. Special learning centers should be placed all over the

community. A special learning center is where anybody who knows something is

helping someone else learn. You noticed I studiously avoid certain words.

studiously avoid the word "instruction" because that puts somebody on; "teacher"

because I am not sure what the teacher function is now. I avoid words like

"classroom," "school," because all of those are end results of a process and

should not be given. We should be thinking about what education is and utilizing

these resources. The community becomes a process, a place where education occurs.

There are many good places for education to occur outside of the school. Another

way of looking at it is the four categories of learning-skill development. We

have that when we talk about how people learn, what they want to learn, when

they want to learn. We can put together a program and build a reading skill level

in any subject immediately. The second area is the development of the personal

talents and interests. In our education system today, these tend to be the

science club, the side activity, or the adult education activity. These should

be part of the education of the person from the cradle to the grave. It should

be possible, in an individual personal plan, for a group of people to take a week
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off and produce a film. They could learn a lot more than just making a film.

This should be part of the educational system. The third area is growth in

social participation. 1 am talking about being in the community where things

happen, students working with older people, older people working with children;

in hospitals, the mayor's office, caring for the community, being involved in

its government. The last area and the area that 1 feel is most important is

helping adults identify who they are and be sensitive to others and their

environment. We do hae techniques today which help people identify who they

are. This is the key to getting people out of the ghetto and helping them to

function as adults, to have a feeling of positiveness about themselves, a sense

of control over their futures, help them feel that they want to do something

about what is happening to them. When people have ownership about what happens,

change takes place.

We have creative art programs, people learning the new technology, office

programs, programs in open settings, without walls, yet we keep on building walls

in classrooms which is unbelievable; it is 100 years old today. We have education

centers in businesses. We have utilized the resources in the communities, but it

should not be just a bus trip to a place; it should really be involved in what is

happening. We have programs for families, programs for mothers. As a matter of

fact, one of the most important developments in adult health education is to help

a woman who gives birth to a child, learn how to be a mother. Somehow we assume

that giving birth to a child makes someone know how to be a mother,

How do you begin to get this idea of change? First, you enter the community

and the key is the adult population. They are the ones who have been educated in

the present educational system, The adults are the ones who need to get a new

idea of what education is to be in the future. Start with helping them learn to

look at the future - what is 1990 going to be like? What does temporariness mean?

What does constant change mean? What does organizatl.onal structure mean? What
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does it mean if the family structure takes a different form? They are

involved in the design process and, begin to design their own system. They

learn what the new education concepts are; they learn about goals. Use all

of the modern means, the best techniques, we have for convincing the whole

community that there is something different than the education system we have

today. It is only at that time that we should begin to look at the present

system. If we look too early at the present system, we get locked in where

we are. With the new system criteria the student-teacher ratio is irrelevant;

the number of classrooms does not make any difference. We talk about how much

staff, how many students, what kind of spaces, where? We have a whole different

set of criteria. We do not get trapped in the same box. The new system of

education is what the community evolved. Now we know where we are and we know

where we want to go. We move into the new education strategy.

How do we get to where we want to go? We have already started the process

because we have educated a large portion of the population, They are on board

and moving down the road. The process cannot fail, even if you stop at any

point. People have learned about a new concept. They can move ahead with it

themselves;." The objective of the people who are working is to get out and let

the community members do the job themselves. The community process continues,

the technical assistance comes from the experts in the different fields. Life-

long education is something we have been talking about for years, but now the

system accepts the responsibility for failure.

The new program will be individually oriented, not group; pre-planned

sequences.. There is no reason for a person to teach a group. If it can be done

that way it can be put on tape and the adult can have access to it whenever he

wants it. The program should be individually oriented; it should require the

learners' involvement in the material. It should not be just a reading exercise

with a series of questions at the end. The material should be temporary,
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ever-changing. We need the looseleaf kind of structures, daily up-dating,

with students maing up their own activities. We need material that you can

change, take off the shelf and get rid of very quickly. I do not know what

that means in terms of economics, but we have invented ways and circumvented

our problems now in many areas where we do have soft stuff, that we change

every day. I think the opportunity for being creative is here. The system of

the future will break out of the mold and begin to help people to be creative

and actually learn the "art of living" in the future. If people begin to have

a positive self-concept, a feeling of Importance about themselves, they will

begin to deal with pollution. One of the main reasons that we do not deal with

it is that people do not care enough about themselves to care about what they

breathe or what they drink. We will be using the new technology in a much

different way; we cannot get it into the system as it is presently constructed.

We need to conceptualize and to accept the fact that community resources will be

helping everyone learn.

We have been working with the New York State Department of Education in

many communities. A couple of years ago, if you were to ask what were the odds

that a re-design effort would occur anywhere in this country, I would have said

about a million to one. A year ago, ten thousand to one. Now I believe that

within the next year there will be at least three re-designed districts in New

York State. These districts have said: "We are interested in the future. We

want to begin to re-design so that the people in our community are prepared to

face the future." That is an amazing possibility. We have been working with

the people from Columbia, Maryland, who designed a new system; we are working in

Hartford, Connecticut, talking about total re-design, not only in the educational

system, but the governmental system, the transportational system, etc, Without

this global contact, the American city is on the way down.
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We can go in two directions at this time. With the advent of tht computer,

we can very easily become slaves to it. We may soon have one single number.

We may soon be buying insurance on the basis of the computer's prediction. It

will be very easy for us to fall into the trap of having a machine make pre-

dictions and direct our future. A computer is a stupid machine. It only does

what we tell it to do. We have the power to create new ideas, to utilize the

computer as essentially a memory bank for us, to begin to develop a creative

program which is very different.

Man has always been limited by his own concept of what he can do, by facing

the problem today, narrowing it and saying "what do I have to do today to solve

this problem? How do I solve the problem of some people not being able to read?

How do I solve the problem of many people having to change their jobs?" The

solutions to these problems are involved in our ability to visualize a future

that is different, and then to work backwards so we can see where we are and llow

to get there. We have always underestimated our ability; we have always under-

estimated what we were capable of doing. I think, for the first time in man's

history, we should be thinking beyond our ability to think. We should be

projecting ourselves beyond our ability to imagine and really begin to design

our own future.
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From Outline of Speech Submitted by Dr. Young

EXISTING SYSTEM NEW SYSTEM

DESIGN INTENT

Screen Educate all children

Teach 3 R's 3 Rs plus awareness, sensitivity,
independence, action, talent

Teacher controlled Involve community and students

Passive student learning Active student learning

Group followed pre-planned
sequence

Individual personal plan

Teacher did all teaching A variety of learning environments

Learning to take place in
classroom

Community is classroom

Diploma completed education Lifelong education

Student was failed, rejected System accepts responsibility
for failure

Have new programs added in All programs are one

System stability Dynamic changing system

2 x 4 x 6 curriculum
180 days a year

All day all year

Separate community service Integrated with all community
service

Buildings
Social building only could
not be changed

Education space part of community
facilities, convertible, multi-use
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GENERAL SESSION I

Panel: The Publisher Views the World
of the Disadvantarred Adult

Chairman, George Eyster
Morehead State University

I have the pleasure of introducing Mr. Francis S. Fox, Chairman of the

Board, D. C. Heath Company, and President of the American Educational

Publishers Institute as our moderator.

I suggest that you relate your problems and your successes as

practitioners in ABE to those problems and successes of the publishers.

These are the kinds of things that we will be discussing today.

fl

ft
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It is a privilege for the American Educational Publishers Institute to

participate in this Conference. Conferences of this kind are held

throughout the year, the most recent one being devoted to the problems

of the Community College or the Junior College. These conferences are very

important to the membership of AEPI. It gives us an opportunity to listen

to leadership in various areas, and to be heard. I think these two things

happening together during this Conference will meet one of the objectives

stated last evening, and that is,to develop communications between the

educator and the palisher. It is an Objective that this group is not alone

in setting forth to achieve, that is, a thread that runs through all of our

conferences, whether it is the Junior College people or the various

departments of NEA. It's terribly important to us. What we do in editorial

work and in marketing is directly related to the impressions we get from

people like you. I thank you on behalf of the membership for inviting us to

participate in this conference.

Our first speaker this morning is Mr. Alan Kellock. He is a man with

long experience in this field, devoted to it, and an excellent person to

start off on the topic of Developing Instructional Material For the

Disadvantaged Adult.

McGraw -Hill Book

Alan Kellock
General Manager

Nearly 135 years ago this nation had a visitor from France - a scholarly

man who combined keen observational skills with a penchant for creative,
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analytical rhetoric. His name was Alexis de Tocqueville and in his book

"Democracy in America" there appears this commentary:

"The Americans all have a lively faith in the perfectability of man.

They judge that the diffusion of knowledge must necessarily be advantageous,

and the consequences of ignorance fatal."

The author was right;, up to a point. As a nation we have done more for

the widespread diffusion of knowledge than anyone else. But it has taken us

a long time to begin living up to his second point, that is - the full

realization that ignorance can have fatal consequences. Back in the early

60's we began to appreciate the substance of de Tocqueville's remark as never

before. At that time we woke up to many startling realities:

1. The number of unskilled jobs were fast declining, with machines

doing about 95% of man's labor.

2. A high school education, or more, was being specified for 97 percent

of all jobs. Yet 32 out of every 100 youths were dropping out of

high school.

3. Ten percent of the laboring force who had not completed the 8th

grade were chronically unemployed. The 1960 census revealed there

were 23 million adults 25 years old and up who had not completed

8th grade, and of these, 9 million had not completed 5th grade.

4. Further proof of the correlation between unemployment and lack of

education came from a study of people on welfare. In Cook County,

Illinois, for example, it turned out that 51 percent of the people

on 'relief had reading ability below 'the 5th grade.

These were the sorry facts and figures that educational publishers

were being told in 1963 and 1964 at a number of meetings where sociologists,

psychologists, government officials, education specialists, and
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representatives of business and industry would explore the possible

consequences in the 20th century of ignorance that de Toqueville thought

we considered fatal back in the 19th century. The consensus seemed to be

that the consequences were indeed very severe in a fast-growing technological.

society. There developed a nationwide movement to provide basic education

and literacy instruction for educationally deficient adults, particularly

those adults who needed such instruction to improve, or even to initiate,

their employability.

Basic education and literacy courses for adults, as those of us at

McGraw-Hill who became involved in this movement think of them, involve

instruction in the communication skills such as reading, writing and

speaking; in the computational skills; and in a variety of other areas such

as social studies, human relationships, job orientation, science, and health

and hygiene. Emphasis throughout these courses is on helping the student

toward a better understanding of the world of work, and to improve his

chances of successfully fitting into that world as a productive and self-

respecting adult.

As educational publishers of many years' experience, we knew that

courses which include phases of these kinds of instruction had been around

for a long time. But we also knew that, except for'courses designed for

immigrants whose primary need was to learn English as a second language,

and enough social studies to enable them to pass their exam for obtaining

citizenship, the enrollments had been small and hence thee had been

relatively little demand for literacy materials generally. Publishers as a

group had not advanced such materials to a high or even a moderate spot on

their priorities lists.

But by 1964 items on the priorities lists began to change quite a bit,
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under the influence and the impact of the growing social consciousness, as

expressed by the then Commissioner of Education Keppel who said: "Adult

basic education is the foundation upon which any program to train and

retrain large groups of unemployed adults must be built. It is both the

door to vocational training and the path away from chronic social dependency,

unemployment, and personal deprivation."

This recognition of basic education as the key to the problems of

poverty was, of course, reflected in the various acts of legislation which

were passed at federal, state and local levels in the over-all effort to

alleviate these problems. Almost without exception, these new laws provided

for training and/or retraining of the unemployed and the underemployed.

Because ny of the adult students who needed this training did not have

sufficient skills in basic education for them to start this kind of training,

it was agreed they must first be given a foundation in basic education and

literacy, Educational publishers, when apprised of these conclusions, began

to speculate about what instructional materials already on their lists, and in

their warehouses, might fit into these new programs that were rapidly shaping

Up.

Any such speculative thoughts of effectively making do with what was

already available were severely jolted in January, 1964 with release of the

report of a Task Force Committee under the direction of Edward W. Brice,

Director, Adult Education Branch of the U,S.O.E. This Committee undertook

to find out what already available instructional materials might be suitable

for basic educational programs being initiated under provisions of the

Manpower Development and Training Act as amended. Because this Act had been

amended to admit high-school dropouts as young as 17, with no work experience,

it was presumed that adults in these programs would have language and
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computational skills ranging from illiteracy to 8th grade achievement. In

particular, the Committee soughttolsurvey instructional materials that

might be suitable for teaching, reading, writing, and arithmetic to these

undereducated adults, and for helping them learn about improved health,

family and community life, and various kinds of work and occupational skills.

since the report of this Task Force Committee had considerable influence

upon the design of new materials subsequently developed by several educational

publishers including McGraw-Hill, it seems appropriate to insert here a

summary of the Committee's procedures, conclusions, and recommendations.

The Committee sent out requests for samples of suitable materials in

adult basic education to commercial publishers, literacy teachers, public

school systems, voluntary agencies, union, industrial firms, research

organizations, prisons, private training programs, library collections,

foundations, state education departments, universities, and research centers.

In response to these requests, the Committee assembled more than, 500 separate

instructional iteAls including textbooks, workbooks, supplementary reading

and language materials, television kinescopes, recordings, tapes, programed

learning materials, films, filmstrips, research reports and survey results.

Approximately ninety percent of these materials received were from

commercial publishers; the remaining ten percent were locally produced,

mostly in dittoes or mimeographed form, by teachers of literacy skills. Of

the total, the categories of most interest to us and the number of items in

those categories are as follows:

English'(Reading and Handwriting)

Literature and Art

Citizenship

Government Agency Publications

200

50

27

25
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Mathematics

Job Related

Social Studies

Science

Biography

24

18

12

11

8

All of these materials were reviewed (but not field-tested) and evaluated

by specialists in the adult basic education areas. The evaluation covered

graded ratings on five characteristics: clarity content for the grade level

indicated by the reviewer, accuracy content, aptness of the illustrations,

general usefulness of the materials, and technical characteristics. Each

item was then rated for its usefulness in adult basic education according to

three classes: (A) Highly recommended; (B) Recommended; (C) Not recommended,

In addition, Task Force teams made numerous field trips around the country

visiting a number of adult literacy training projects, examining teaching

materials and methods, gathering information from teachers, administrators, and

students.

The Committee compiled their findings about instructional materials under

four curriculum categories: language arts, mathematics, social studies, and

science. A summary of those findings is presented here:

Material Available for Literature, Reading Language Skills.

In the opening statement of this section, it is explained that the

Committee limited its review in these areas to material which, they described

as satisfying "literacy needs of adults between the fourth grade and eighth

levels, as well as, the literacy needs of borderline illitera,es." Basal

reading and language series used in elementary schools were not examined.

Only materials considered at all suitable for adults were considered.

Pertinent comments by the Reviewing Committee on the materials examined



in these subject areas are as follows:

1. Almost all of the materials which purport to teach language skills,

including grammar and usage, employ content that is too pedantic,

advanced, or formal for adults taking basic education courses.

2. Except for one series prepared for junior high students, there is

no textbook series or program which integrates reading, language,

arithmetic, and other subject matter.

3. Few materials give a realistic picture of life within culturally

and economically disadvantaged populations, especially the Negro

and Latin Americnn Groups.

4. Most of the reading materials at grade 1 to grade 4 levels employ

only the subject-verb-object sentence pattern instead of the

various patterns normally employed by adults in everyday speech.

5. Almost none of the books give sufficient attention to qualities

of good speech: careful articulation, clear enunciation, correct

pronunciation. Nor do they spend enough time on courteous

listening, polite conversation, and other aspects of good oral

communication needed by an employee.

6. Although letter writing is treated in several textbooks, few of

them give adequate instruction in practical writing tasks such as

the completion of job order forms, lubrication charts, and various

types of reports required of blue collar workers. Most of the

assignments in written composition would seem non-functional for

adults in basic education courses.

Materials Available for Mathematics

The sub-Committee that prepared this part of the report stated its

findings were based on examination of materials submitted and on visits to

25
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adult literacy programs in five cities. Pertinent comments were as follows!

1. Only two books are especially prepared for adult education programs.

One, a workbook in arithmetic, is strictly drill material, and it is

not the quality of material that should be used in an adult

education class. The other is an arithmetic text of over 300 pages

which is too long for adults in basic literacy programs. Teachers

indicated they used the book only as a reference.

Standard texts and workbooks in arithmetic are the only other

available published materials, but they are not at all satisfactory.

Application problems contained in them are not of interest to adults.

Furthermore, they contain much more material than is feasible to use

in an adult education class, and the size of the book is usually

discouraging to the adult who wants a relatively quick and condensed

coverage of only those principles and operations that pertain to his

own everyday life.

Materials Available for Social Studies

Materials treating United States History, citizenship, social customs,

and Government were examined in terms of their potential usefulness in

teaching adults between the fourth and eighth grade literacy levels. Findings

were as follows:

1. With the exception of a few Federal government publications such as

those of the Social Security Administration there are almost no

materials that would assist the unemployed undereducated adult to

understand his economic, social and cultural needs and the

resources available to him meeting these needs.

2. While there are several fine publications for the foreign-born

seeking United States citizenship, nothing was reviewed for the
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undereducated native-born that would increase his understanding

and appreciation of the heritage and promise of the United States,

and enable him to function better as a citizen.

3. Most of the materials produced by local: authorities were poorly

mimeographed, were not illustrated, contained typing and grammatical

errors, and were dull reading.

Most of the materials produced by commercial publishers are geared

to the interests and needs of middle class children, not to adults

who have held jobs, reared families and faced responsibilities of

trying to make a living.

Materials Available for Science

The Committee was able to review only a small number of publications in

science. All were produced by commercial publishers. Some publications,

written for junior and senior high school students, were found too difficult.

Others, written at third or fourth grade level, were considered too juvenile

in approach even though the subject matter was of interest to adults.

The Task Force Committee concluded its report with this categorical

statement: "One of the most critical problems in adult basic education is

the dearth of suitable instructional materials."

This task force report, as might be expected, generated a flurry of

reaction amongst educational publishers. It is not that we're an tadustrY

that clings to sacred cows, but being essentially creative people, we do have

thin skinned toes that can react quite sensitively to any degree of stomping,

whether real or imaginary. Some of us found it difficult to believe there was

so much homogeneity in the characteristics and the needs of manpower program

adult students that instructional materials already available would have no

usefulness whatsoever, particularly in the job skills areas. Furthermore,
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many of us realized full well that even under the,fastest schedules we could

devise, it would be a year or more before we could develop and publish any

sizable quantity of new materials called for in the Task Force report.

Consequently at McGraw-Hill we decided to .compile a list of our product

that might have some usefulness in both basic education and vocational

training in the anti-poverty and manpower-training programs. The selections

were culled from our total offering of text books, workbooks, trade books,

pamphlet:- manuals, tests, motion pictures, filmstrips, transparencies,

recordings, and programmed materials. When this list was published in 1965

as a special catalog, the preface explained that most of the materials

originally had been developed for in-school courses in the traditional

institutions of education, such as the public schools, vocational schools,

business schools, trade schools and technical Institutes, or for in-service

training programs of business, inaustry and government. However, it was our

belief, and we so stated in the catalog, that selected materials from those

listed therein would have some value for the basic education, the pre-

vocational education, and the occupational training of students ranging from

functional illiterates up to those who were training to be craftsmen, service

specialists, and technicians.

Apparently a great many teachers and administrators of anti-poverty and

manpower-training programs agreed with us about the potential usefulness of the

items on this selective list, for we received many requests for the catalog, and

it stimulated many purchases of our materials.

Meanwhile we got undeway with a program of developing new materials for

these programs. By way of starting, we addressed ourselves to the principal

suggestions that were made by the 0.E.'s Task Force Committee. The Committee

recommended materials in two braod categories:
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and arithmetic (grades 1 to 3 equivalency).

Advanced work (grades 4 to 8 equivalency) in reading, language, arts

and literature; in mathematics with emphasis on work problems and

mechanical drill, in social studies concepts such as economic,

cultural and social needs and resources, and the rights and

responsibilities of citizenship; in single science concepts applicable

to the environment and daily living of the typical adult in these

programs; and in job orientation.

The Task Force Committee report went on to spell out a number of

suggestions on the preparation and publishing of these new materials. These

were helpful, but we felt it advisable to gather our own data about the

characteristics and needs of the disadvantaged adult, that group of

academically unsuccessful students who, for one reason or another, have not

profited from the conventional school program. With that information in hand

we were better prepared to develop de3criptions of behavioral objectives in

the various content and skill areas in which we wanted to publish. Then we

indicated the specific tasks leading to reaching those objectives. We theil

analyzed these tasks in terms of the milts and sequencing of learning

experiences that could bring students through these tasks, and what we came

up with seemed to provide the framework for structuring sets and kits of

potentially useful instructional materials.

There were, of course, many other decisions to make. Questions about

media and mode of presentation; questions about individualized versus group

instruction; questions about writing style, vocabulary, and reading levels;

questions about pacing, intellegtual Stretching, and relevance; questions
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about physical size of written units or about time length of motion pictures

and audio tapes; questions about page layout, type size, illustrations and

amount of white space; questions about testing, evaluation reinforcement,

and motivation; questions about teacher training and" acceptance. And there

were the paramount considerations of finding authors, illustrators, designers,

and multimedia experts, and of managing capital investment within reasonable

limits so as to make possible a reasonable return on that investment.

All these questions and decisions apply to product development in any,

publishing enterprise, since they are vital to the process of fitting the

product to the user's needs. In our industry each one of us may go about

this fitting process in a different way, and hence cone up with results that

are unique and different in many respects. This inevitably leads to "our

being judged individually as to the quality of our product, a judgment which

we can accept regardless of its being positive or negative, providing at the

same time we are also properly credited for a least trying to fill a

recognized need of national importance°

I began this paper with a quote from de Tocqueville who more than a

century ago wrote many poignant descriptions of the American way. A little

further along in the same passage as contained the previous quote, lAr. de

Tocqueville added this further observation: "They (Americans) consider

society as a body in a state of improvement, humanity as a changing scene in

which nothing is, or ought to be, permanent; and they admit that what appears

to them today to be good, may be superseded by something better tomorrow,"

That last phrase of de Tocqueville might well serve as the pledge of

those educational publishers who have participated to some degree in

attempting to develop instructional materials which are in harmony with the

recommendations of the Task Force Committee, report of 1964. Hopefully this
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National Working Conference on Adult Curriculum Materials and Related Media

will indicate new ways that educational publishers may contribute something better

for tomorrow that will supersede what is considered good for today. If that

happens, I'm sure that we publishers will be most receptive and attentive.

In order to make this information interchange more fruitful for the

ultimate benefit of adult basic, education throughout the nation, I would like

to conclude this paper with suggestions on the kinds of information that might

be most helpful to publishers. I propose to offer these suggestions for infor-

mation in the form of questions which, speaking for all publishers, we would

hope might form the basis of some discussion in the working groups following

this general session. There are 8 questions and they are as follows:

1. What research activities are currently underway, or may soon

begin, which deal with education for disadvantaged adults?

What types of existing instructional materials prepared for regular

students of the schools can be used with disadvantaged adults:

3. What types of teachers are currently engaged to teach disadvantaged

adults? Is there likely to be any notable changes in the kind of

instruction which will be employed in the future?

What type of measurement and evaluation of the performance of the

disadvantaged adults are used at the present time? Is this likely

to change?

5. Is there any likelihood of agreement among educators on the types

of instructional materials needed for disadvantaged adults so that

a sizeable market could be created to encourage competitive private

publishing.

In anticipation of the need for new and improved materials of

instruction for disadvantaged adults, what are the relative

priorities of the various areas: vocational education, on-job
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training, basic skills, languages, creative arts, sciences?

What services would, the adult educational community like to have

from the publishing industry which it is not now receiving?

8. What are the problems involved in financing education for the

disadvantaged adult? How does this affect the purchase of

instructional materials? What are the prospects of over-coming

these difficulties?

Ladies and gentlemen, T appreciate very much the opportunity to meet

witl2 you in this very important conference, and to bring to you some of the

viewpoints of publishers regarding the development and publishing of

instructional materials for adult basic education.

.1111,1111.

Grace L. Hewell, John V. Griffin, Paul V. Delker
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MODERATOR:

Follett Educational Corporation some time ago decided to make a positive

move in the area of adult education. I'm pleased to introduce Jesse Bishop

who will tell us about one of the most frustrating aspect of publishing,

'Ulf! area of marketing.

Follett Educational Cor2oratim

Jesse H. Bishop

Many of the problems faced by marketing personnel in adult education are

similar to those faced by adult educators. When we note the development,

structure, and organization in educational areas, other than adult education,

we realize that years of planning and cooperation must have gone on between

publishers and educators. While we in adult education have also come a long

way, we must go farther. We must cooperate and work together to reach our

objectives.

Most educators and publishers did not seriously undertake adult education

Research and Development for the Disadvantaged Student until recently. The

early development that took place was often hurried. As a result many of the

instructional programs and their materials were inadequate and can no longer

be used. Fortunately, educators and publishers are beginning to take the

time to research and develop sound programs.

The early marketing and distribution of materials faltered also. Ten

years ago it was a rarity to find marketing personnel for educational

materials for this student. But publishers have now changed their attitudes

toward adult education. The present objective in adult education may be

stated as "servicing the adult educator with the same degree of professional-

ism as provided to other educators."
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The marketing problems publishers face with the Disadvantaged Adult

student were once believed to present over-whelmingly difficulties. We no

longer believe this, but there are still great problems that have not yet

been solved. Many of these will only be. solved with the help of you, our

partners, the adult educators.

The following questions point to some of the problems in marketing to the

disadvantaged adult student:

.1. How do we reach the adult disadvantaged student?

2. What approaches and philosophies work best with this kind

of student?

3. What kind of materials does he need?

4. Who makes the decisions concerning adult education? .

5. How are programs of adult education funded?

6. How do we make the adult' education "call"?

7. What ventures are profitable? Un-profitable?

Let us look at each of these problem areas individually.

1. Reaching the Disadvantaged Adult Student is not as easy as it sounds.

Where are his programs located? In high schools, elementary schools,

store fronts, churches, public agencies, community agencies, business

and industry, and for many, private homes. The field work needed to

gather and assimilate the data on these programs is time consuming and

costly. In many areas, not only is it costly, but so costly as to be

prohibitive. Much depends on placing the right man, in the right place,

at the right time.

2. What kind of materials does this student need? When we bear our colleagues

in other areas speak of "transformational " "inquiry," "conceptual,"
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"linguistic," and the like, we sometimes say WOW!! We are being left

behind! Yes and No. We must remember that they have already defined

the areas of study for their students -- reading, English, mathematics,

social studies, etc.--they are now ,experimenting with methodology of

instruction. Before we can direct ourselves to instructional materials

and methodology, we must first identify the subject areas of instruction

necessary to accomplish our Objectives.

'What are the objectives of adult education programs?

1. literacy?

2. employment and job-upgrading?

3. cultural assimilation?

4. physical, social, and economic competence?

All of these are important, but one tool cannot perform adequately the

jobs of many tools. We have attempted to get popcorn, peanuts, and

ice cream from the same bag. This has proven unsuccessful. You must

tell us your needs and the needs (specific ones) of your students.

3. What are the a roaches and vehicles needed to achieve the desired goals?

Are traditional techniques undesirable? Has the basic text with

supplementary materials outlived itself? The technology of machinery

is here, with its adaptations and implications for educational

instruction. .Is technology the answer or a part of the answer? Consider

IPI, Individualized Program Instruction, what is its role, its

advantages and disadvantages? No doubt, evaluating the achievement of

program objectives can give us many insights into the types of materials

that work best. We need to have better feedback from existing programs

so we can continue to improve our materials.

4. The Adult Education Decision Maker is probably the most overworked (and

probably underpaid) educator today. In addition to his Adult Education
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duties and responsibilities, he often has two or more responsibilities--

Vocational Director, Elementary or Secondary Principal, Coach, Human

Relations Coordinator, or, even Politician.

Who is the decision-maker in your area? Tdacher, Superintendent,

Principal, Director, Supervisor, Curriculum Consultant? Or someone ,

else? When is he accessible? How long will he be accessible? How

long will he be the decision-maker? These are crucial matters to

teachers desiring educational materials and to publishers offering

educational materials.

5. Th,e FunTing and Fiscal Structure of some adult programs fox disadvantaged

students seriously hampers marketing functions. Marketit' personnel

need at all times to know when funds are available for the purchase of

instructional materials. When are orders given to publishers? Does

he guess, make an estimate of supplies needed and store them? What

happens if he is wrong?

Planning is very difficult for publishers because of the haphazard funding

of adult education. Many of us remember a nationwide program for the

education of disadvantaged young adults that flourished for three years

or so and is now dying out, due to lack of federal funding. Some

publishers, anticipating the program's needs, expanded their staffs,

developed new materials, and stocked their warehouses. Now these

publishers are suffering great losses. Many have been bought up by larger

companies. Others have shifted their priorities to other areas of

education.

Private funding of adult education has also been unpredictable. Programs

financed, by private institutions have usually been concerned with

increasing a labor force or with conducting reserarch for humanitarian
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purposes. In the first instance, when a labor supply reached the

desired level, a program often ceased; in the second instance, after

researchers had filled their notepads, these programs folded also.

6. Let us now look at a most crucial area of marketing--"The Call." How

should the publisher present his product to the marketplace? Does he

rely on advertisement in professional journals? Does he exhibit products

at professiona3 meetings? Does he rely only on Direct Mail compaigns?

Should he have publishers' representatives to make personal calls? The

adult educational marketeer opts for all of the above.

If a publisher's representative is used, what qualifications should he

possess? Should he be a special representative, an adult educator.

vocational oriented, or what? What are the expenses needed to make the

call? What expenditures are available for materials at the time of the

call? Does he have products desired by adult educators? Does he make

a series of calls, or a one-time call?

7. What are profitable and unprofitable ventures? In the last two years we

have experienced fedeI::_i withdrawal of money for education, while at the

same time educational bond issues have been defeated in many communities.

Large school systems have been at the brink of closing their doors.

Many communities have simply told their school boards, "We will not

loan or give you additional monies. Do a better job with what you

have."

Publishers are faced with similar problems. When additional fund are

needed to develop new products and expand their resources, they must

seek funds. Sometimes they do this through stock issues, other times

through commercial loans. If the business communities say, "We will not
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loan or invest monies in your company," publishers, too, may be labeled

unprofitable.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the Publishers' marketing problems are closely

interwoven with those of adult educators. Our market objective and, yours is

to stay in business. To meet our objective we must have:

products that satisfy the needs of adult students;

products that satisfy the needs of instructors;

products utilizing sound educational methodology;

products meeting the objectives established by adult

decision makers.

But we need your help. Only by working together can we all meet our

objectives. The challenges are clear.

Working Session
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MODERATOR:

If you talk with publishers about the hind of problems they have, and

ask them to put some kind of rating on them, you would find many of them

putting at the top of the list, the ability to evaluate xLaterials in use. It

is a very weak link in the loop for us and I believe for you in the profession

of teaching. We understand the process of creating materials and understand it

well enough that when it doesn't work we can make adjustments; we understand

the process of marketing and when it doesn't work we can adjust it. The

process that is most elusive is trying to get feedback, trying to 'find out how

well a particular material did in the classroom or .with a student. Mrs.

Marion McAll of Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, Inc., will address us on that very

question as it relates to ABE materials.

4,tR4P44Tts,& Winston, Inc.

Marion Robinson McAll

Although it's a little late for Christmas stories, I want to share one

with you because it came to mind when I was invited to participate in this

conference.

A small boy was given a white shirt for dress-up occasions by his

grandmother. The day came when his mother said that they must write their

thank-you notes. She added that he was old enough now to write his own

and should start with his grandmother's. As he protested she countered with

"It's very simple. You just sit down and start writing like I'm doing."

At this point she was called to the telephone. While waiting for her return

he glanced down at her desk where two or three unfinished notes were spread

out. They all seemed to start about the same way, "Dear So-and-so: I've

always wanted a ----" (whatever it was). So he sat down and wrote,
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1)ear. Grandma, I've always wanted a white shirt but not very much."

My application of this little story has to do with those last four

regretful words "but not verymuch".

You see, from the publisher's standpoint, when I began to tick off in

Ay mind the total production of adult instructional materials by our

publishing houses as a whole - for there are notable exceptions, it seemed

to me "but not very much".

On the other hand) as an adult educator, when I considered our accomp-

lishments in terms .of the myriad "unmet needs of the disadvantaged" - and

again, there are notable exceptions it also seemed "but not very much".

And in fairness to both sides we must all admit that adult education

is a very hard nut to crack. But that is why, I believe, that we are gathered

here again in 1970 to crack a little harder.

So in the few minutes that I am to address you this morning on the subject

of evaluating and servicing, I'm going to tell you about some of the things

that we have done as publishers, and throw out some questions for your

consideration dealing with problems we are still facing in these areas.

First, Evaluating:

Obviously, setting up standards for evaluation procedures is among the

first priorities. How c-' this be instituted?

How can our instructional materials, our commercial products and all the

related media that is being developed be field tested and evaluated

objectively? Will it be tested in terms of the specific need for which it

was planned? 'Or will it be evaluated in an urban situation when it was

intended for use in a rural situation, for instance, or for a particular

etwric --.7roup? They say, "One man's meat is another man's poison. This

is particularly true in procedures of evaluation. What may,not work for
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one situation or market may be most effective for another one and must be

evaluated with this in mind.

Publishers have been freqpently confused in attending local, state and

national meetings on instructional needs fo. the disadvantaged, to be told

in a single day of numerous and contradictory priorities that must be met.

Who's right? They're all *right! For they /,re all speaking for different

needs. So we cannot be tempted to generalize in our evaluating: "This is

good, this :Is bad". We must be pecifical accurate.

Who should do the evaluating? Universities? Administrators of

programs? Teachers?

Should it be done on national, state or local levels? On geographical

regional levels...with consideration for unique populations?

Another question: Could not the directors of large city and state

programs and directors of adult education in other agencies, organizations,

businesses and industries participate in evaluation by doing field and

classroom testing and giving feedback to the publishers and producers? How

can such information then be shared, organized and disseminated? Libraries

have been doing a very good job for some time now in evaluating publishers

material. The American Library Association has contributed annotated

bibliographies and reviews of books oriented to job needs, home and family life,

preparation for high school equivalency and related interests of these people.

Could not house organs and other media do likewise?

I leave the subject of evaluation now to be picked up again in our

Round-Table discussions and go on to,

Servicing:

The best service has its beginnings in the early stages with the

construction of the product. In the case of a book, the selection of an
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Lathor, an author who is not only a subject specialist but is also knowledge-

able in the philosophy of teaching adults. Where this is not possible, there

should be a marriage of authors to represent these two requirements. This is

one of the most important services we can give, for only then does our

product have built-in integrity. It has not been "adultified" from juvenile

material.

Our authors and consultants then are on sure ground when they are asked

to address teachers and teacher-trainees on the effectiveness and utilization

of materials for a variety of programs. "When is academically-oriented material

indicated?" When is vocationally-oriented material indicated? When is a

combination of them indicated?"...and so forth.

The publisher is expected to "sample" his wares generously as another

part of his service. He is also called upon to supply innumerable teaching

aids in the form of teachers' manuals, answer books, visual aids and other

"helps". Sad to say, not infrequently, the teacher of adults may be an

inexperienced volunteer herself needing all the help she can get, We hope

the day will soon come when it will be required that all teachers of adults

will be as specially trained as are teachers of children.

Workshops and demonstrations are among our most popular requests for

service. Demonstrat,ons of equipment vary greatly. They may include the

ever-popular use of the simple overhead projector, records and tapes. This

may involve live classroom situations with participation by the students.

They may use tape recordings as they role-play the characters in a book or

perhaps use the book as a script to broadcast live over closed-circuit TV to

other classrooms. Then with the aid of a video tape recorder, the performance

can be played back for future study.

As we develop more sophisticated materials ...particularly In related
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media..we are subject to criticism for failing to provide adequate pre-training

as well as in-training for effective use of our equipment. What good is it to

produce such material only to lave it stored in basements of schools because

the teacher doesn't know how to use it, or is afraid to try for fear of

failing? We must do a better job in this area of servicing.

No doubt there are other areas in which the adult educator would wish

for more help from the publisher and creator of instructional products

for the disadvantaged. We need your help even as you may need ours.

question: (Contacting publishers for in-service training of staff)

Answer: One of the publisher's representative's problems is scheduling of

time. I suggest that you give at least eight weeks lead-time tco the

publisher. A week or two weeks is insufficient. Other commitments. have been

made. I also suggest that you write to the pdblisher and be specific about

your needs.

Question: Are we trying to evaluate things like reading levels, mathematical

skills? If we're working for something beyond basic education, if we are

really looking ahead to the day when knowledge will be available in many

different ways, we should focus now on living together, world problems,

larger problems, we may have an entirely different kind of evaluation to

consider. What I'm really asking,,is don't, we want to look beyond the basic

skills?

A Comment: When an editor and an author start a program search for benchmarks;

they don't need all of them, they need some handles to get started. Sometimes

that answers the question, what do you want? I think perhaps in the field

of ABE it is more difficult to pin down those benchmarks.
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Answer: Publishing in itself is a means of bringing about some kind of

interaction. Someone has something to say, a message to impart and on the

other hand,' someone can profit in some way from receiving that communication.

Publishing is no more than an organized selection of the media throughout

which this interaction process takes place. More specifically you are

asking to what degree are publishers thinking in terms of some of the

merging technology we saw last night. Most publishers are not functionally

set up to become research people. To a great extent we must gear our

activities to those levels of communicating that, are already well

established. In a generalized way, the only thing publishers can say in

answer to your question is that until we see the emerging and exciting

new media become sufficiently well established so that it constitutes an

identifiable, measurable and predictable market for a commercially feasible

place of making sales, we must stay on the sidelines and cheer like anybody

else. We do have some very practical considerations to keep in mind before we

can join the fray and make use of any particular form of technology.

Question: Does the AEPI have any influence over other publishers?

Answer: No.

Question: It seems to me if we are going to improve the urban area, we all

must help. There must be some way the publishers could provide'a service

without financial concern.

Answer: fhe ,Institute is a trade association. If we were to take a unified

step as a trade association, we would have some people in Washington on our

backs. No matter what we did, it might be interpreted as restraint of trade,

which is against the law. Each publisher in the inatitute makes his own
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the Great Cities' Councils, for instance, which is made up of members of the

Institute and members of the great cities--superintendents, and curriculum

people. This group meets twice a year. The Institute has done quite a lot,

but the actual articulation of it has to be up to an individual publisher,

that is a line that we work very hard to maintain.

A Comment: As a long -time frustrated publisher, I would like to bring the

focus a little more on defining the adult education market and the content

for a given segment of the market in terms of what adult educators need. If

we could do that, we would know what to publish. Until we do that we can't

write for the media with any chance that an evaluation technique will come

up with a positive answer. As far as evaluation is concerned, I think that

over the years we have used the simple, obvious things for evaluation. A

wide range of criteria is still being used all over the country. But the

evaluation techniques as such, don't bother me, because we know that as

individuals, people are going to use their own evaluations, but what does

bother me is that we can't adequately define the market so that we can build

the proper materials. As publishers this is what we are hopeful of getting

today.

3112ELLIs: (On the area of marketing and feedback to the local situation)

Answer: Many adult "decision makers" visit conventions. Some say "send me a

copy," "I don't want to take it on the plane," "I don't have the time to

hear the philosophy of it:' Sometimes the exhibit booths with, so many materials

from so many companies overwhelm the adult educators. How'can adult

educators go back and get their teachers interested in a new device? I would

suggest again, if you could set up city-wide or country-wide workshops,

invite publisher representatives to explain their materials, I do think you
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problem, the time element. Teachers don't have time on Saturday morning.

In your in-service programs, include publisher representatives and devote

time to educational instructional materials. rthink you will get a different

reaction.

Moderator: I want to emphasize the fact that every publishing house has its

own style, its own policy. However, if you are trying to contact someone

in publishing and you don't know who that person might be or where the office

might be use the offices of the AEPI. One of the functions of our

Executive Director, Austin MCCaffrey, in leading the Institute is to be of

service not only to the publishers, but to the educators.

State Universit of New York

Chairman, Dan Ganeles
Associate Professor of

Education

I'll attempt to bridge the gap between the people who spoke earlier from

the publishing companies and those people who are practitioners on the firing

line. I'd like to comment or, something that has been part of my up-bringing

in the area of education. I go to many'conferences and spend a' good deal of

time at the publiphers' exhibits. I can truly say that I learn more from

visiting with the publishers :than I do from listening to the people who

speak. While that excites me, I am often frustrated because every publisher

I see has some little thing that would be good for a particular group or

individual. The problem is that I have to buy reams of material in order

to get the one little thing. How can we get the publishers to extract from

their totality of packaga materials, those things we can use? We are told
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to be selective as educators, yet when we want to be selective we cannot do

it, because we do not have the money to select everything from which to be

selective of. Is that a good way to put it? In this particular session we are

going to be looking at what a particular educator said, many years ago: "destiny

is a product of three forces, the situations of the past, the crossroads of the

future and the ability to make meaningful choices." It is the latter ability

that makes us free men. Yesterday, you heard something about the past. We need

direction in order to decide which of these crossroads to take to lead to the

kind of destiny which we would hope to find in the years ahead. Now, to that end,

we have brought together a number of prominent educators with backgrounds quite

diverse and yet with many things in common.

I will introduce all of them and ask them to spend ten minutes, giving you

a brief survey of one aspect of the prepared papers which you have previewed and

which had time to do some introspection of our own beliefs and views. We allow

time for discussion. First, we have Dr. Edwin Smith who is presently the Director

of the ABE Materials Center at Florida State University, Tallahassee. His

particular area of expertise is reading education, psychology and education. He

has several publications. Following Dr. Smith will be Joe Mangano. Joe is Chief

of the Bureau of General Continuing Education Department of New York. He has had

experience from the top as a teacher interacting with students. Third is Raymond

Daly who is the manager of an IBM-ABE training project. In California he was an

adult literacy instructor. He is an author and a sports car enthusiast. Fourth

will be William Quinly, Director of the Media Center, Florida State University.

He is a librarian. He has a great deal of experience in the area of reading.

I am glad to see that a number of librarians have come into the area of media.

Finally, on the right, is Stephen Udvari, Associate Project Director, for the ABE
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Rural Family Development. He is also an educational specialist in the area of

correctional education and in curriculum design. He has taught all areas of

adult education and was the .instructor of the Men's Urban Job Corps in

Wisconsin.

Florida State UniversitZ

Dr. Edwin Smith
Professor of Education

The last time I spoke to a group of people about materials, I was

virtually run out. 72u the publishers, the market potential, in my opinion,

for the ABE materials today, is in upper elementary junior hith school and

senior high school. There are between 15 and 20 million functionally

illiterate adults in the United States today, 10 million of whom are young

enough and able to profit from ABE programs.

Who will administer education in the 1970's? We are going to have the

youth offenders, largely made up of youth who have been driven out of the

schools, the adult offenders, a very large percentage, are functionally

illiterate and the functionally illiterate graduates. The migrant stream

and the children who are in the migrant stream today, will be candidates

for ABE tomorrow. Public school, adult education day school, industrially,

federally subsidized job training programs will be needed. is not the

task of private industry to do the education job. It's up to the government -

all of us to.pay for it. We'll need federally supported depressed area

programs stressing individualized instruction, the learning laborateryayamae-h3--------

directed toward employability empluyee advancement.

When considering the types of programs, certain principles of the programs
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of the 1960's should, be reviewed. Education for the under-educated adult

should be treated as a job and a job for which he should be paid. Violation

of this principle results in fantastic dropout rates. We checked, one

program which began with 180. We went back three months later, there were

20. Students should not be unduly fatigued prior to the learning session.

Violation of this principle results in tired students becoming discouraged

because fatigue supresses their learning rate. Our night school programs have

been failures in ABE. Education should not cut too severely into recreational

and family time. Violation of this principle indicates an ignorance of

research. Many of the under- educated, seek immediate satisfaction of desires.

A conflict of interest and delayed rewards, not immediately relevant, tend

to make the adult leave the programs. Adult basic education classes should

not be p-tterned after traditional adult literacy classes. Violation of this

principle will result in more of the same programs that have failed. The

final principle; the program, should be individualized in terms of instruction,

time limits and contents. Time and class modules are loved by administrators

but they don't do very much for education. The 1970's should not see a

continuation of programs that do not work very well but which have been

continued because they fit a concept of what literacy education should be

according to the pattern already established. Among these that have not

worked very well are the night school literacy programs and the old type .volunteer

teacher programs. The night school programs stem from an age when the

Protestant ethic dominated our thinking.

What methods should we use? The use of diagnostic prescriptive approaches

in a learning laboratory setting will probably dominate the learning program

of the 70 s. The methods presently availdble include, and here I'm talking

of literacy reading, not of ABE, adult basal series, control vocabulary,

programmed workbooks, mass media, machine dominated programs, correlated

workbooks, the individualized reader and computer assisted instruction.
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As research on both adults and children are sorted out, the eclectic approach

will probably be usr:3 oy sensible people in the 1970's. It is folly

searching for just one approach, we've found that not just one method works.

Attempts to group students homogeneously and get effective teaching has failed

for 100 years. Adult education has a technology for all of the approaches

needed except computer assisted instruction. The professional literacy

edUcator will ehoose to select the best materials in 'accordance with his

budget to implement all of the approaches. A disproportionate amount of

money should not be spent on any one type of material. A well-stocked

laboratory or library of books, workbooks, and teaching kits, should be

obtained before spending heavily'on audio-visual aids. One program spent

$33,000 on some machinery that doesn't work very well. The program for a

machine based program is no more important than the reliability and versatility

of the machine. The material should be largely self-instructional. What new

materials are needed? Materials, that are of low-readability levels for use

in developing skills in content reading skills; tests designed for informal

testing in reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic; vocational manuals

written on a third and fourth grade readability level; packages of varied

content in each ,of the adult basic education areas. We need lower readability

levels,designed to involve creative and critical thinking. Adult literacy

educators presently-have available to them, a greatly improved set of

resources. These will get better in the '70's and new ones will be added.

Hopefully, mass media, such as television, will not be tried again. It

doesn't work. Teacher training programs should emphasize the diagnostic

prescriptive approach. A well equipped learning laboratory can be developed

for under three thousand dollars for matertals. If what has been learned about
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literacy. education in the '60's is applied in the '70's, great progress will

be achieved. Publishers will make available, the technology; hopefully,

legislators will provide the money. Our number one key: who will train the

educat-vrs?

New York State Department of Education

Joseph Mangano, Chief
Bureau of General
Continuing Education

This morning we heard from the publishers. As educators, I think we

should take a good hard look at ourselves, and why we are in the situation

we are in before we can do the things the publishers ask us to do. I was

here in 1964, at the Cherry Hill meeting. Before we can start telling anyone

what we want we must try to find out what we are trying to do. And I don't

believe we are even at that point as yet. The legislation that was put into

effect in 1 2 with the first amendments to the Manpower Development-Training

Act providing literacy skills and followed by the Title IIB made a

supposition that there was a very high correlation between raising reading

levels and endi g disadvantagedness. We went along with this almost blindly

assuming that all we had to do was open up the doors and say come, learn to

read and all your problems will be solved. I think many of us were sincere

in that belief, but we never stopped to analyze all of the problems and all

of the variables which confront the traditional literacy programs or ESL

program or programs for the disadvantaged which we call ABE. We didn't

start at the base, where we should have to find out what it was that people

really wanted to learn. I haven't met anyone who has come to a basic

education class to learn to read. He came because he had another motivation

and reading was a tool yet we in our educational system, have tried to make
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reading the mecca. I think we ought to take a good hard look at what ABE

is really about. On one hand, we talk about raising literacy levels. Ed

mentioned expectancy and short ,term objectives. I think we did not do the

research., we did not do the homework as educatorS to find out just how long it

takes to get someone from a total illiteracy level to functional literacy.

We admitted people very optimistically, without even testing and said we

could create a literate person in a matter of hours.

I think we were biting off a piece much larger than the educational

community could chew. As a result, expectancies from society on what all of

this money was supposed to do, have not been realized. ABE has been looked at

quite negatively in the funding areas because we are in a state of confusion.

I think right now is the time, as we launch into the seventies, to begin to

really define some of the things we are trying to do specifically based on

what we have learned. This is one of the hopes 'I have for this conference.

A pooling of information, sharing it with the publishers, and follow-ups to begin

to set up a system of looking at what was good in the sixties and discarding

that which did not work.

As Ed said, I too, believe that in the area of skill development, the

prescriptive individualized approach has proven repeatedly to work better than

the traditional literacy format. The use of programmed materials, doing away

with the teacher centered classrooms and the flexible scheduling, which is

allowed in a laboratory sittation, answer many of the questions raisedloy Ed

about the competition for time. When we start to define or set our

objectives, I think we as educators must become realistic. If we are indeed

in our vocational programs, using the literacy tool for a specific job, then

we better analyze what steps ought to be taken to reach that level of

competency. What tasks must be performed? These must be our objectives.
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Then we can realistically say to the Wunder, it will take X hours for the

average person to go through this program. If on the other hand, we give the

vague generalization that we've been giving about the better life and opening

the doors of opportunity, etc., as soon as the evaluators come in and put to

us the instruments that have been developed in the fifties and sixties, we

can't possibly be successful because general education can solve the problems

immediately. We are being funded categorically and immediately, we are not

being funded for the general development approach of the K-12 system, Yet,

we are trying to use the K-12 system to evaluate that which is not based on the

K -12 system.

We now have models that are not only working with our out-of-school

youths and adults, but the day schools are using the same materials and the

same formats that we are using for potential dropouts. Yet this type of

information is not being disseminated. I charge Washington as the "clearing

house" to begin to look at a dissemination of onmgoing practices. Evaluation

was discussed this morning and we were somewhat in disagreement. I think

we as educators have not gotten down to the task of truly evaluating our

programs because we haven't really come to the point where we've said this is

what we are trying to do. The generalization era is over, we must begin to

get specific.

As I see this problem of education of the under-educated, we have two

major categories. The ESL program, English as a second language, predominantly

for those who are speaking Spanish as a first, and the native born, predominantly

urban in nature, recent urban migrations from rural areas into urban

situations. In the area of ESL, we are still in the dark ages as far as

operation and methodology is concerned. We are basing our classroom

instruction, and that is what it is classroom instruction, on designs that
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were meant and methodology that were intended for people with high literacy

levels in their native tongue. 'It was mentioned earlier this, morning and

again by Ed Smith that the format was designed for an immigrant population,

Predominantly from Europe from the turn of the dentury to the late 1930's.

The populations.we are working with now, are not highly literate in their own

language, learning styles,were not developed in school situations in their

native land,

What we need from the publishers and what we need from the universities

in.research are diagnositic tools for English as a second language for this

type of individual, and then to develop software to be utilized with existing

hardware in a lab situation. T have visited many ESL programs in sophisticated

high schools where a language laboratory is in the building, used by the

daytime students, darkened at night, and a class using a methodology of 1910.

Software for these language laboratories could be a great help to us if the

diagnostic instruments are developed first,

Ed mentioned the sad state of affairs in teacher training. I believe if

we begin to specify more clearly the types of instruction we want, and if it

is indeed prescriptive and individualization, the specific skills must be

developed. This, is a unified effort. The publishers must take on the

responsibility of becoming more involved in teacher training and our

traditional university systems must begin to change their methodology in the

teaching of the language arts skills.
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I consider it a privilege to be her. e, The only reference that might

qualify me to speak about school dropouts'and undereducated individuals'is

that approximately nineteen years ago this April, I was kicked out of one of

thr best college prep schools in New jersey, I can at least empathize to

some degree the feelings of people coming into a remedial or compensatory'

program.

Joe Mangano, in his paper made a statement that would like to emphasize:

"Education alone, cannot accomplish instant economic upward mobility". From

an industrial point of view, we are really looking at a basic employability

definition. The majority of the minority groups in the urban environment

are not measuring up to what we have classically ..:onsidered employable

criteria. In the industrial setting training process, it is not so much what

we use as media or curriculum materials but how you use it. The publishers

mentioned standardized evaluation and measurement systems. I'm not sure I

can agree because there is so much individualization in the needs of the

people we are trying to teach and train. The basic objective is to bring an

individual up to an economic survival skills level. This is just on entry

level. Beyond that level we find a great deficiency in the educational

systems of industry, There. is a complete neglect of and ignoring of further

upward mobility skills. How do you accommodate these? In my experience the

problem of retaining the employee is a very critical one. Hiring statistics

for the minority group is probably one of the most transparent statistic's.

They border on absolute hipocrisy. You can up your hiring rate and statistics

beautifully by paying token lip service to hiring blacks and minority group
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people. Unless you can retain these people on a long term basis in

constructive and productive employment for their needs and the employers'

needs, then the job is not being done.

I have a few overheads I'd like to show you that might emphasize my concern

for the retention of an employee. ,There is a credability gap here. A,

training program must help bridge the misunderstandings between the employer

and employee. Feelings are involved. My slides will demonstrate this. There

is a great deal of difference between recognizing the values of the work ethic

per se and really being able to adjust to .and feel comfortable in it. I

will introduce the foils by saying that Some of the sketches were drawn by

a young black student in my most recent NAB training project. They will

demonstrate how this young individual did recognize the value system of the

new environment. The tragedy of the situation is that this young man only

lasted forty six days on the job after training. He was an attrition

statistic. He left voluntarily. He recognized that industry requires that

the individual be punctual and in attendance a great deal of the time, but he

was not able to relate and live the new role. It was a frustrating experience.

The title of the slide is "dray did't I get the job?" He emphasized the Afro

haircut, the steelrimmed glasses, the bells, etc. He understood what the

requirements were, but tried to dramatize in his drawing how non.conforming

to these requirements closed the door to him. The next foil, "Can I make

it ". You may wonder whyhe is saying "ouch". He's depicting the ladder of

success or potential upward mobility on his left, but unfortunately the ladder

is on his tbe and he can't climb it. There is a subtitle "Don't cry now, baby,

you've got the chance, get your toe out from under." It is a very graphic

sensitive description of what a minority group individual previously

unemployable and unemployed feels, coming into a completely, new, alien, and
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the training stage. In the top a rather small individual is flying on a

hunch of balloons labeled IBM, NAB, and it is captioned, "I don't care what

they throw at me, this ride is too beautiful to'gtve up without a fight,"

Unfortunately, bis psychological conflicts came into play. He drew a soul

brother coming on pretty hard on a rocket about to shoot him down. This

is a very interesting perception. Unfortunately; in business and industry

we are very insensitive to it. What conflicts may be going on in the

individual's mind? Why is he having hangups in the adjustment process? How

can we help him to help himself to alleviate these conflict feelings? Along

with the rather dramatic characterization of the soul brother with the rocket,

this one man related to me that at one time h bad written several comic

books, The theme of the comic books, to give you an example of the

imagination and latent I.G. which cannot be measured on standardized tests,

was a take-off on the James Bond 007 theme. His hero was Double 0 Soul, a

pusher from the Bronx. He depicted all the conflict situations that Brother

Double 0 Soul became involved in, the forces of good and evil. He really had

a lot on the ball and a' great deal of imagination. We failed in giving it

sufficient time - to be cultivated, germinate and flower in its fullest fashion.

This slide very graphically demonstrates how he recognized the system; a

young man is at a time clock. The time clock is time-dated 8:51. In my'

office, the workday begins at 8:30, he is late. Being a merit type

organization, he perceived his merit bucks being blown away by the great white

clouds in the upper part of the foil. He did recognize various differences,

yet one of the reasons he left was his punctuality and attendance deviations.

I think it is rather tragic that we don't recognize this and try and do

something about it.
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In' this slide I' plagiarize a little bit from Mr. Charles Schultz. This is

my interpretation of how an average unemployed rebabilitatee must feel oace

they are on the job. Lioness ,is completely immeshed ire the tinker toy, he

5.3 desperately asking for help. U4fortunately$'in the jot' situation, people

don't verbalize and come up to their manager and say "help, man, help". You

have to perceive this in their behavior, see where they are acting out their

needs for help and try to accommodate these needs.

In teaching minority groups you can frequently be surprised by their

skills and talents. Aeademic.skills are not the sole solution in industrial

training. You need, a bilateral approach; vocational skills as well as

academic skills. The employees' chance for survival is greatly diminished unless

we continue education in terms of a very concrete goal. In practical reality,

unless an individual has a high school equivalency, his chance for long term

advancement automatically has a lid on it, Unless in industry, we commit

ourself to an ongoing education through GED we are just paying lip service

in bringing people to industry. Industry should include education as part

of the work responsibility of the individual, for X hours per day and pay

for his study time.

Florida State University

William 3, quinly

The purpose of this brief presentation is to suggest applications of

media which, are available' to those of you who want to take the, time to be

innovative. The most adaptable of all media forms is the 2" x 2" slide: The

slide sets can be used with large groups or individuals; they can be used with

the teacher present or in an automated sequence, auto-tutorial is the word
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few slides. When teaching your students to count money, a picture of ten

dimes, or a dollar, and four qgarters, on the screen should be far more

meaningful than drawing circles on the chalkboard with numbers. As a result

of the Truth-In-Lending Lem, many retailers are providing charts which list

charges for credit. It is possible to acquaint your students with this

information before they enter the marketplace. The interest rate for most

credit cards is quoted as a percentage. The current 18 per cent rate will be

far more meaningful to your student after he has seen a chart and been able to

translate percentages into dollars. Some of your student may be learning to

use the telephone, there would be application for a series on the telephone

book. You can talk about the inside of the front cover where the numbers

they need in an emergency, will be listed. The fact finding index indicates

the subject headings used. Many of us have trouble, we don't know whether to

look under automobiles or cars. Go to the yellow page vtich displays the

information about the business organizations in the community. Those of your

students who have mastered the dial telephone are now faced with the touch

tone. A few words of explanation would ease the transition for these students.

All of these visuals which I've shown you can be produced without artistic

expertise or photographic talent, although I would be willing to bet that

every one of you has access to someone who could cartoon, chart, graph, or

diagram the teaching materials you require. All you need to develop a slide

presentation is a Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker. This simple device has an

instamatic camera mounted in the copy stand. The focus is pre-set and the

flash cube provides the proper amount of illumination. The camera can be

taken out of the stand and used in a conventional manner. With this simple

device you will be able to provide everything for your class from colorful
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maps for History to a Picasso for the culturally inclined. After accumulating

your slides they rnn be put into an auto-tutorial or a self-instructional

format with the use of a tape recorder. The auto - tutorial approach is

particularly effective when you are simply conveying information. There is

a big difference between teaching and conveying information. When the

program is on tape an instructor can rest assured that all of the essential

information with identical emphasis is included. The instructor is freed

to do. more productive work. Instructors have found that they can give a

conventional hour long lecture in about 40 minutes. When you get tlp there

do you pontificate a lot; give them a lot of garbage that they don't have

time for? The instructor records his commentary on the tape advancing the

slides by pressing the little red button on the cassette recorder. This

provides a sub-audible pulse on the tape which will automatically advance

the slides each time the tape is played. The responder board; an optional

feature, contains a data card on which the students' answers to any questions

contained in the slide lecture or the workbook are recorded. In a learning

mode the program will not continue until the student responds with the

correct answer. In the testing mode the presentation continues as soon as

the student responds. You can appreciate' how .easy it would be to build a

library of slides to answer the specific problems which present themselves

at frequent intervals. When the student at the first of the year or the, last

of the year comes up and, says I want to buy a used car where do I go? You

can't stop then and give him the whole routine. Instad, put him with a tape

and this will give him the Whole picture.

The other instructional devices whitth will delight the hearts of those

who want to be innovative is the portable video tape recorder. I have this

Sony portable here for those of you who are not familiar with it. You are

already acquainted with the units which can be 'brought into the classroom
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for recording student or faculty presentations. I encourage all faculty to

videotape one of their classroom presentations. It will.probably improve

instruction technique, it is guaranteed to make one humble. The Sony

portable can be used anywhere in any available light. It has twenty minutes
,

of recording time available on each tape. The unit costs about $1250.' Since

most classes are at night or at other times when it is not convenient to have

access to the industrial, governmental or social organizations in your area

a video tape recorder permits you to share the view of these facilities with

your class and actually, a video tape recorder is superior, everybody in

class has a front row view. You know what happens in a library orientation

tour and they show you a little 3 x 5 card and say "do you all see this card?"

and you are the 35th man back. We can give it to you on a video tape.

Most of you are teaching students who have failed in a conventional

classroom situation where they were either bored with the progress of the class

or they were unable to keep up with the group. Why risk a second failure in

the same format? Through the use of media they can see what you mean. They

make academic progress at their own pace, study whet they have the time, and

review difficult situations and lessons which they have missed. Media materials

make it possible for the faculty to take into account individual differences.

These individual differences are what we have been talking about in education

for the last decade. If you can take into account the individual differences,'

you,should have quality education.

Universit Of Wisconsin

Stephen S. Udvari
Associate Project Director

We have been listening to some ideas of change. Change is a very difficult

concept to get across to any person. I want you to experience a form of change.
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Take your hands and clasp them in the way that you generally do. Now take a

look at your thumb, which thumb is on top, left or right? If your left

thumb is on top you care a member of the matriarchal family; if the left is on

top you're the wearer of the pants. That is really not true. The importance

here is to observe what occurs, now shift the position so that the other thumb

is on top. This is going to require the movement of the entire forming of

the hands. You have to move your entire finger mechanism up one notch. What

occurs? What about that little finger on the bottom? How does your thumb

feel on top? Does it feel comfortable? See the effect of a simple change

in a life style that you now possess. Imagine what a difficult thing it is

going to be for those adults you are about to teach.

I advocate a new curriculum design for' the culturally unique. One of the

chief roles of this conference should be a spinoff for a national conference

to establish a national philosophy for ABE. We really do not have a

philosophy for ABE as such.

In the materials, we are all concerned with a literacy program. And

the literacy program, is focused directly on achieving employability in adults.

For the most part this is good, but itys major focal poiut is wrong. There

are many who simply see ABE as a transient type program that will resolve

itself simply by having its individuals go into the employability rank.

This is not so, as Mr. Mangano so very aptly put it. A good portion of the

participants in the ABE program are really not looking for literacy skills,

they are not looking for the three Rs of literacy, reading, writing, and

arithmetic. We should look at the three Rs of ABE as role, relationship,/k

and responsibility. Those are the kinds of concepts you need to impart into

adult individuals. What kind of life role are we working towards for adults?

Sure he says, you get me ready for employment, but that is really not the
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answer because, I'm not too convinced that employability for me is the end

result. If automation is coming, along and knocking out all of these jobs,

whose job is going to go? It is going to be my job that I worked for. Man

is taking a look at himself as man becoming obsolescent. We need to take a

look at this basic concept that man's drive is directed toward the idea that

he really needs to take a look at life itself. And I don't mean this in a

nice, rosy philosophical way--it is not. But ABE should be stressing one

thing, to improve the quality of life for individuals. This is what the

adult is really looking for, to improve the life of individuals. You need to,

equip him with certain kinds of strategies. The poor has no strategies fox

getting out from where he is, absolutely none. He has not had experience in

dealing with strategies for his own use, to determine his own destiny, So

our material needs to be developed in this regard, towards establishing

strategies and these strategies fall into three basic categories; where to

go, who to see, what to do. These kinds of strategies can be designed into

single concept units that the individual can refer to. In a particular

program which I am working with, we are developing these kinds of small unit

concept measures which may eventually be arranged and put into a kind of

encyclopedia of,life coping skills. Our curriculum materials should be

designed in such a way that they equip the individual to cope with life events

he is about to be faced with in his daily life.

In my paper, I gave you a conceptual design of a basic education model

on page 11 in which I showed a cube form and interrelated a number of related

factors. In the affective domain there are four basic needs that man strives

to achieve in life; need to know, need to relate, need to work, aud the need

to contribute. These are the needs that this particular group, the culturally

unique as I call them, are striving to attain. There are four basic goals
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that education has established in a long distant past, the goal of self-

realization, human relationships, economic efficiency and the goal of civic

responsibility. Notice that two elements.are integrated--that

realization is really the need to know, that human relationship is the need

to relate to others and the economic efficiency is the need to work and the

civic responsibility is the need to contribute, to be able to feel that you

have had some small part in changing life around you. Within the same context,

we should be taking a look at the major roles that man plays. There are
A

three r's and the first r is role, his role Its a person. The second role of

an individual is a parent; that helping relationship, the extending ones self

outward into the scheme and into the lives of other individuals. The role of

a worker. That must be in there because all men must work, he needs to work,

there is a dignity in work, and all individuals look for some dignity in their

work. 'We mast be very, very careful, we don't channel the poor, the culturally

unique, the deprived, into those kinds of areas that society has already

rejected by saying that this is the lowest status job and, that 1,s the only thing

open for you. We have to be extremely careful to create new kinds of roles in

work relationship situations that individuals may progress and be able to see

himself progress in some kind of a promotional scheme. His life role as a

citizen is the continuing education of man. If we start designing our

materials into single concept units, you can design a variety of these in,the

basic concepts of ABE. There are many kind of skills that the individual can

acquire, being able to learn to read, write and communicate with other

individuals.' These I call literacy skills. There are social skills. The

ability of the individual to communicate with other individuals on a human

relationship level. We are noticing more and more, that we need to incorporate

this into all kinds of programs. We need to talk to one another. This
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dialogue, needs to be enforced, in some way, by opening channels where the

dialogue may flow freely. There are vocational skills which are in the

realm of economic efficiency, the need to work well and the concept of

productivity. We need to have the inaividual acquire vocational skills. Our

program should be designed to permit the individual to acquire certain skills

that he may then apply into his life frame, that will make his life useful

and the lives of other individuals useful. That is the idea of production.

The last idea is the idea of coping skills in general. The ability of the

individual to deal with his on life frame. Sometimes that is a hard pill

to swallow. And I'm not advocating holding the individual where he is, nor

am I advocating having the individual move out from where he is into some

other other particular area.

I am involved in a program that is dealing with rural adults called

Rural Family Development. We are not advocating moving individuals out of

the rural areas into urban areas to create larger urban ghettos or pockets of

deprivation. What we are advocating is that the individual is really capable

of creating for himself those kinds of strategies that would make life more

bearable for him in the particular area where he is. This will mean many things,

getting different kinds of jobs, being able to move out from where he is and

communicating with others. We can design the materials that will channel the

individuals into thee kinds of things, for instance, if our intent is to have

the individual able to communicate with his elected representative, at

crucial times, we should design materials on a national level with national

implications, national orientation, but with local supplements. As an

example, part of his problem is,pollution. It is a very difficult one for

everyone right now. What we can do is to create a lesson on pollution and
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at the end have a card which would then indicate to the individual how he

can express his feelings to his representatives. He simply tears out the

card, signs his name to it, checks certain kinds of things, and sends it on to

his elected representative. These particular cards in the beginning maybe

designed in certain ways which make it very simple for the individual to send

them. We ultimately start removing the crutch and have the individual move

to writing his own cards, buying his own postcards, finding out to whom to

write and other kinds of strategies.

CHAIRMAN

How many of you have questions rou would like to address to these

gentlemen?

Question: (Re: Employability of minority, groups.)

Answer: In dealing with unemployed minority group individuals, the media

we have are not used to their full extent. For example, we used GED materials.

We pulled out the language skills, some basic math skills, and things of this

nature. We completely neglected the rest of it and in doing so we are really

not setting a clearly defined goal. I feel that in indastry we have an

equal responsibility along with the pliblic agencies, to make sure that we have

a fruitful goal, of permanent employment. I consider high school equivalency

as a mandatory item in giving a person employability opportunities in any

corporations.

Question: (Re: Job training programs)

There is concern about the employees' long term sucess. There are lids on

it. Bringing a person up to a literacy level of the 8th grade, is fine, he

can survive. An initial training project, 4-6 weeks, is just to get the

person in. Beyond that we should pursue higher educational and vocational

goals so that the fellow isn't locked in a broom job.
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Chairman, Betty Ward
Education Specialist

We have the pleasure of presenting to you, Mr. I. M. Greenburg, from the

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Defense. Mr. Greenburg is Director of

Project "100,000." Mr. Greenburg.

Project "100,000 ""

I. M. Greenburg
Director

Nearly three and one-half years ago, the Department of Defense lowered its

entrence standards. We have taken about 260,000 men who would have been rejected

previously because of insufficient education or certain physical defects. About

7 per cent come in under our Medical Remedial Program. The other 93 per cent are

men who would have been rejectd for failing the Air Force Qualifications Test.

We did not eliminate standards. Our standards are geared at a point where

they will fail about 10 per cent of the military age population. Like any

employer, we were trying to get men who would be more easily trainable, give us

fewer disciplinary problems, and raise effectiveness of the force. We lowered

standards essentially for three reasons: (1) to broaden the opportunity for

enlistment, (2) to be as fair as possible, (3) we were interested in making a

contribution in upgrading the capability of these men as a by-product of the

training and services they would receive in the Armed Forces. This we call

"the social'goals of the program." Key policies guide the strategy of the program:

(1) we were not lowering performance standards for being graduated from any

training course or for staying in service, (2) we spend time and effort in helping

raise the men to the proper performance standards, (3) we avoid singling them out
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or stigmatizing them in any fashion. The men do not know that they are a

part of Project "100,000." We do not single them out to their trainers or

supervisors. We are able to keep track of every individual because our fourth

policy is to monitor results very carefully. We publish rather detailed

statistics on this program from a computerized data system. Nearly a hundred

items of data are tracked on each man. This provides us with information on

their characteristics and a full history of their service. We know how much

extra time they spend in training, kind of training, where they are assigned,

when they are re-assigned, promoted, in trouble, Aecorated, separated and the

reason for their separation. The same tracking is done for a control group.

I will give you a few'items which are significant to you. They score

between the 10th and the 20th percentile on the Armed Forces Qualifications

Test. The median score is the 14th percentile, which means that about 86 per

cent of men in the country score higher than they dc,. That score is roughly

equivalent to an IQ score of about 80. We were surprised to find that about

45 per cent were high school graduates. They average ten and one-half years

of school with average reading ability at sixth grade level, 15 per cent

cannot read at fourth grade and 30 per cent of them cannot read at fifth grade level.

The training package includes remedialaiteracy training for those who will

have difficulty'in basic or skill training. The second element of training is

basic training which they take with everybody else. The third element is skill

training. They are'trained in military skill either in school; training center,

or on the job. The fourth element is the building of self-confidence, improv-

ing work habits, giving them a sense of achievement and a whole new outlook

towards'life and themselves. We are training about fifteen thousand a year in

remedial literacy programs in a period of three to eight weeks depending on the

individuals' needs. The materials we use vary among the training centers. They

are usually self-paced materials. The average individual enters at about a fourth
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grade reading level and leaves at about sixth. The usual day is four hours

of reading training, one hour of math, one hour of social studies, two hours

of military training. We have been successful with it primarily due to the

fact that it is concentrated: The instruction is individualized, the teachers

are highly motivated and we convince the men that it is something that will

help them later on in their military service. We do not treat it as literacy

training, but as preparatory training or refresher training prior to entering

military training. After that they are in basic training with everybody else.

This is a very important part because basic training stresses motor skills

rather than cognitive skills. Being in with everybody else, most of them do

very well. When they can see that they can pass something that they can do as

well, or better than other men, it gives them self-confidence. People say you

cannot change human nature. Advertising men and drill' sergeants do not agree.

We do not know much more about teaching reading than other people; our strength

lies in our vocational training courses. The men are trained in some technical

or administrative skill. 40 per cent get combat training. The military is very

good at vocational training. We have been training in more than two hundred

different skills including automotive skills, field linemen, cooks, supply

clerks, medical technicians. The training is functional, job related and the

performance objectives are very clear. It is rich in its training equipment,

use of audio visual aid, simulators and other modern equipment. We modify

courses for men who do not read well. Some material is written at eleventh

and twelfth grade levels. It is unnecessarily difficult. We revised and

simplified the material and found, that this has helped in the training. The

men receive help if they need it; some of them re-cycle training. We tutor in

the evening. We found that these men will do well in this type of a training

environment. They do not do well if we put them in a course where the material
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is difficult to read, with theory and concepts involved or a lot of math. We

get about 90 per cent graduating. The military environment, the entire set-

ting, serves as a training device. We are giving a ,form of residential

training. We build self-confidence and improve work habits. We convince them

that even though they may have had some history of failure, they are in an

environment in which they can be successful and we hope that it carries over

once they leave the military. We have all the supportive services. If they

are sick we have a place for them to go. If they have legal difficulty, we

have the lawyers. If they need counseling, we have chaplains and counselors

at the schools. If they are mentally disturbed, we have mental hygiene clinics.

It is a closed loop, a complete package; literacy training, job training,

motivation training and most important, a job. It is all there. There are no

intervals, no gaps. The man knows it is training which he will have to apply.

I think that contributes greatly to the success of the program.

You can. judge best what lessons can be learned from our experience. I

have a limited number of copies of this booklet about the program that you may

look at. If any of you want more information about the program, I'd be glad

to send it to you.

Imstion: Do you have follow -up on performance after separation?

Answer: We are close to pushing the buttons on c computer now to get the first

indications. The, difficult part is finding the control group. It is technically

a very difficult measuring job. My guess is that they will not be doing as well

outside as men who scored higher on the Qualifications Test. We are optimistic

because we see changes taking place in the men themselves.

Question: (Re: group visitation to training center)

Answer: Groups may visit our training centers to observe classes and see the

materials we use. If you are interested in materials, you have to be rather

precise in terms of describing what you want. Then we can either send it to you

or tell you where to go to visit and observe.
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guestion: (Re: choosing of instructor)

Answer: We have not modified the way we choose instructors. We give non-cons

several weeks in instructing techniques, a little elementary psycholr:rsy of

learning, etc. We use some civilians and military personnel in our reading

programs.

Question: (Re: duplicating the setting)

Answer: You can, never ddplicate the whole setting. It is the environment as

much as materials, the businesslike approach, the organization, We use

commercial, material prepared by the United States Armed Forces Institute in

Madison, Wisconsin and borrow some from the Job Corps. In the field of

vocational education we have modern shops. We give each man a transmission.

We train the automotive mechanic in seven or eight weeks.

Question: (Re: learning by listening)

Answer: We have been spending a fair amount of money to find more advanced ways

of teaching these men. Our research is telling us that listening is very

important. We are finding that they can do well by listening Without training

in reading. We have not developed and employed a set of materials on how to

improve listening.

Questton: How do you divide the groups?

Answer: Those that go into remedial reading have rather individualized

instruction. When they go into basic training or skill instruction we know

everyday where he stands. The team of instructors in every course sort them out

in terms of their daily tests and concentrating on those who are having

difficulties. It is not done in terms of "you had a low score on the AFQX.

Therefore, I am going to give you special treatment."
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United States Office of Education

Chairman, Mary I. Pendell
Project Officer of

Special Projects

The Conference Committee tried to find a way in which we coull propel the

results of this conference into the Seventies and share the results with others.

As'one of the components in their "rocketry," they decided to have a position

paper on the "state of the art" and curriculum materials development in ABE in

erms of the concerns we have been discussing.

We were very fortunate in engaging the Associate Education Editor of

Saturday Review, Mr. Wallace Roberts.

Saturday Review

Wallace Roberts
Associate Educational Editor

In thinking about summing up the last three days I acquired an idea from

watching television last night. It was a commercial for a bank. It was

purported to be a news cast from 1984 and the gimmick, of course, wail that they

were still paying the same interest. There was one new note; the newscaster

was dressed up in a space outfit with a sort of a bubble over his head. He re-

ported that science had made a tremendous discovery in regard to air pollution.

It would allow people to take off their bubbles one hour a day. Air pollution

and ABE share the same kind of problem; nobody is really in favor of air

pollution. In the same war nobody is really against adult basic education.

Being against air pollution and being in favor of all kinds of education have

sort of replaced motherhood and apple pie as chief American concerns. To me

this raises some difficulties. There is no one really against any form of

education. There is no wall to butt against and it is very hard to come up
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with provocative and hard debates about some fundamental ideas. There is

debate about operational ideas and it is necessary, but there is very little

to butt against that would produce examination of basic principles.

The way I would like to summarize the last few days, is to point out and

share with you, some of the things I have learned about adult basic education.

My contact with it up to this point has been mostly experimental; my own contact

with illiq;erate adults and some very limited contact with various programs.

Being immersed in it and dealing intensely with it for three days, has ,been a

really enlightening experience.

First, some of the problems or perhaps all of the problems that face adult

basic education appear to be the same kinds of problems facing the other areas

of education. There is the confusion of goals, a great emphasis in trying to

find out the single purpose of adult basic education; whether it is to train

people for jobs or to educate the whole man. One of the things that I draw from

this is that there probably can be no agreement. The debate in education about

its purpose is an eternal It goes back to the time of Horace Mann; back

to the Greeks and even to the Egyptians and the people in the Middle East,

Nobody has ever been able to decide the issue. Is the time spent in debating

the one single goal of adult basic education worthwhile? I do not know. I

think some of it is worthwhile. To my own mind, it is an irresolvable problem.,

There is the confusion of goals about large policies, goals fore operational

Programs which results in an attempt to, create programs which will satisfy every-

body's goal. You get programs that really do not accomplish much. Survey

courses in, college education, for instance, are an attempt to put the student

in touch with various aspects of culture. They are considered by many people to

be a complete waste of time. They are insubstantial. They touch on a lot of

bases, but you never get into something sufficiently.



There is another implication in this problem because there is a confusion

of our policy goals, operational goals and operational programs and none of it

seems to be working well. Educators, ABE educators are under tremendous pressure

to come up with something that will work. This pressure is frustrating to the

people involved. This happens with teachers in the urban ghettos dealing with

the poor. It happens at the college level and the high school level. Another

aspect is that there is much debate and much confusion created by the levels of

learning. Some people come into adult basic education unable to read at all and,

at the same time they may be able to do Algebra, a complete mismatch of

I found in the meetings of the last few days, more sensitivity about the

incapatability levels among adults than there is among children. There seems to

be a genuine concern here that you are wasting an aiult's time if you make him

take fourth grade mathematics as well as fourth grade reading, when he needs the

reading but he does not need the mathematics. I find tais interesting. I'm

wondering what would happen if we had the same concern for children being bored,

as we do for adults and made school voluntary as we do for adults. It would

probably produce significant changes in education. This is from my on per-

spective and, it really does not solve any of the problems of adult basic education.

The really dominant feeling that I got from this meeting was that there was

a tremendous pressure for creating models for creating national policies, for

producing guidelines that would enable publishers to come up with a widely

adaptable curriculum. I was impressed with the pressure. Illiteracy in adults

and the disastrous effects it has, creates a situation in which the people

responsible, for remedying the situation feel a tremendous amount of pressure.

Peoples' lives have been ruined and they are continuing to be ruined. The

problem is, that the failures of schools have become so clear to so many people

that this pressure for finding the solution is building up to a level which I
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find a little bit dangerous. On the other hand, I think it is the only way

the problem is going to be ever attacked in a systematic, organized way.

Education is like a little black box. You put a teacher and student in, close

the top and something happens but we do not really know the process. The

answer may be impossible to find, but we have to try. At the same time this

necessitates a realization that there may be many different kinds of answers.

What is needed is a wide variety of experimental approaches. Some of them are

going to fail but what we have is failing too. The same things applies to the

concerns about evaluation, about providing a clearinghouse for the transmission

of ideas about curriculum. These are all good basic ideas, but providing a

clearinghouse for the exchange of ideas about curriculum material is only

going to provide a limited effett in attacking the 'problem of how do you

educate people for whom the normal system has not worked. It is a very limited

kind of tool but it is a necessary tool.

I have not gone into detail about what various speakers have said, you

know that. I wanted to summarize it in the sense of what I have learned.

I would like to offer a couple of thoughts about some of the kinds of

things that have not happened here, have not been said. I think they are

fundamental, crucial and need to be said at meetings like this. We are really

talking about social and economic class. Education is an upper and a middle

class activity. It is a play activity; something to occupy people's time.

Civilization is built on man's potential for play. Somewhere along the line,

the cave man had too many brain cells or more brain cells than were, needed for

simply mere survival. He built a civilization and within civilization, formal

education has always been an activity for upper and middle class. This goes

way back to the Sumerians, the first known classrooms. I think this is very

basic to any discussion of education, especially adult basic education. We

spent the entire time here talking about lower class people without really
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acknowledging the fact that they were lower class. We have all kinds of

euphemisms being used for not hurting people's feelings. But actually, it

is an insult to their intelligence to call them other *an poor people or

lower class people;' they know what they are. They are ashamed of it because'

they have been made to feel ashamed of it. There is a more important idea

when we talk of educating the disadvantaged, whether they are children or

adults. What we are really talking about is making them middle class. There

is nothing wrong with being middle class, I am middle class. I am not knocking

the middle class. I think we, must realize what the process actually is. We

are taking lower class people and we are. trying to give them values and

attitudes of upper and middle class people. In one sense they need those

values to survive in this kind of a culture. There are no more jobs left for

lower class. The pressure of the entire culture is based on literacy, The real

definition of class today . it is.not a social and economic division as much as

it is an educational one. The illiterates are the lower class people: Thinking

in those terms necessitates making different assumptions, about the process. It

means recognizing that there are many values of lower class lifestyles that are

valid for anybody. They are intrinsically valid life styles and intrinsically

valid values. This means that a culturally imposed idea cannot be pressed upon

people unless we are careful of what we are doing. We need to examine the whole

process in detail.

The system is under attack in many'places and probably for many justified

reasons. The system is staffed by people. People destroy as much as they

create. There is a basic ambivalence about life and death. We act it out in

many unconscious ways. I think a lot of the criticism of the system is unfair;

not because it is not a good system, but because the system, in my mind, does

exactly what it was designed to do, and that is to screen out people. The whole
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thing. is a filtering device. Along the way various people who have come to the

Ndiskistatisofordtrteir academic abilities simply filter out. The ones who are able to
noldsoirba thEuY .

-s.eortIONie.reatkre those who are able to make it through the system. The system

operates so that white middle-class kids can make it through the system even

if they do not have the kind of academic abilities that the system rewards. In

that sense, the system is unjust and in the first sense it is unjust, but it

was not designed this way rationally. It was designed this way by cultural

values. It is a system based on achievement, the work ethic, etc. It reflects

the values of the dominant culture.

The specific cultural values which our education system reflects are not

necessarily American. Again, it comes back to class. I think a perfect example

of this is Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, There is one scene in which Stephan Oblonski,

one of the main characters and Levin, meet in his office. Levin becomes fascin-

ated with the fingernails of one. of Oblonski's colleagues. The fingernails are

very long and Oblonski has this kind of morbid fascination for this man's long

fingernails which he flashes around. Oblonski explains to Levin later that

Grenovitch has to show that he does not work with his hands. Grenovitch is a

clerical employee in the Russian bureacracy and he feels very class conscious

about not being associated with the lower class which has to work with their

hands. Now, I think what the problem really comes down to is not how to create

a dissemination model for adult basic education materials, but really creating a

kind of culture in which.people do not. need to grow long fingernails.

Chairman: .'Thank you, Mr. Roberts, for your observations.

Mr. Schultz and his committee have been working very hard. He will give us

the highlights of the recommendations from the working groups.
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United States Office of Education
Region y

M. Eldon Schultz
Adult Education

Program Officer

What I shall attempt to do in these brief moments.is to try to synthesize

the statements handed to one at the end of the third working session a few

minutes ago. I think it should be made clear to you what I am about to say' are

hot essentially endorsements of ideas but they are the summations and concensus

of the written statements developed by the ten working groups.

First, it is my general observation that the voice and the viewpoint of

publishers should continue to get through over an extended period of years to all

of us in the Adult Basic Education enterprise. As I have read through the

recommendation statements, I sense that the voice of the publishers has been

either overpowered or not fully recorded. Maybe some of the educators who are

inclined to be vocal have dominated the discussion. At least, based on the

written record, so it would appear.

I know that in some groups there was vital discussion and dialogue between

publishers and educators but which did not show up in the written recommendations.

However, much has transpired between producers and practitioners. I'm reasonably

confident that-these two days have been a venture in getting acquainted. If a

gap in communication ever existed between the printing industry and the educator,

surely a bridge now. exists for further discourse; but I suspect that the new

understandings and the new relationships are a fragment of what needs yet to be

achieved.

If this be the case, it is my personal suggestion, as the voice.for those

who are here assembled, that it might be entirely proper and appropriate if in

the near future the American Educational Publishers Institute (AEPX) would submit

an amended statement of recommendations or resolutions to these proceedings.
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A one; two or three page statement might lucidly set forth the policies, the

expectations, the kind of working relationships that from the AEPI point of

view ought to be better understood by all of us in the educational enterprise.

My second observation relates to the proposed model for a communications

network. What haM been suggested up to this hour has merit, but I think some-

where along the way some organization or persons are going to need to take a

hard look at how such a model ought to be brought into existence either legally

or in ad hoc capacity. There needs to be a clear understanding of how it is to

be managed and to whom it is' responsible, and obviously the matter of funding

cannot be overlooked. There are some good'ideas which have come to the fore-

front on this matter of a model for a communications network. I would hope that

what has transpired here will become the basis that will in the near fliture

bear fruition.

A third observation relates to curriculum development, I personally regard

it as rather urgent that State Education Agencies seriously consider their role

and their responsibility in developing curriculum guides. Very few states have

done this. Those prepared by the U. S. Office ,of Education suggested topics

appropriate within the-legal '::mmeters of the Statute and the Regulations.

Some of the largest cities ha-e developed their own curriculum guides for class-

room use. For the most part, these have considerable merit. In states where the

State Education Agency has not shown initiative on this score, I suspect that

there is some floundering' with trial and error on the part of local school

districts. Teachers wish to do a better job, and yet they seek in vain. There

are restrainsts in any number of states - either political or financial - in

which the chief state school officer and his staff have taken a dim view of

suggested curriculum buidelines. But I ask in all seriousness, if the purposes

for which this conference was created are to be dealt with seriously, then is it
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not cogent that all who are here assembled and those whom we represent have

a clear focus on what the state education agencies expect in the way of class-

room performance and teaching materials, within the state over which they have

administrative responsibility. If comprehensive, adequate curriculum guidelines

were extant and if these were regarded. by ABE personnel, state regulatory

agencies, professors and organizations Including AEPI, as models then both

publishers and educators could readily determine what new or better materials

are needed. If we assume that the law of supply and demand prevails, then

educators and publishers alike need to assess what new materials are needed to

meet the needs of ABE clients. At present, it appears that considerable

duplication of materials exists.

A fourth observation relates to a curriculum clearinghouse. If Tread

correctly what reporters have submitted, I sense an implication which suggests

increased centralization of authOrity about what is taught. Maybe it is the

intent that such a clearinghouse function primarily as a disseminator. If

that be the case, then most of us favor it. However, I think it ought to be

said for the record that the law (Adult Education Act of 1966) clearly limits

the role of the Federal government in developing a national curriculum or in

exercising central control over the curriculum. Since the Federal government

is prohibited from doing so, and if the State Education Agencies do not do it,

are we not then working in an area where there is a substanlive void? If

publishers, writers, authors, media specialists, wish to give the kind of

professional contribution that they need and we deem essential, it seems to me

that we are going to need a clearer focus on curriculum content.

My fifth observation relates to sensitivity training. Several, of the

group reports refer to it. In the area where I live, this subject is somewhat
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taboo, because there have been reports in the mass media which tends to place

sensitivity training in disrepute. I am not decrying its merit. If in your

city or state, sensitivity training is something which is espoused, then well

be it. As a group there were quite a few - a rather strong minority - who

expressed'interestin the need for sensitivity training for virtually the total

personnel in the education establishment. There are some who suggested that this

sensitivity training be made available for the adult learners so that they, too,

would become more receptive and responsive to personal interaction and to

changes which seemingly need to occur in our society.

Allow me to make some comments about the model developed:by Group Six,

which was released to you on ditto form earlier this morning. Group Six made

some minor modifications. Several group reports stated that it is highly

desirable that the clients (a term I prefer instead of "target population"),

i.e., the adult learner himself alight to be a part of what is called the

"materials design" unit on the flow chart. I see no reference in the materials

design box to the educational establishment except in the form of adult educators

and, then, some university researchers. The role of the local school, the local

administrator, the local teacher ought to be included. In the term which Group

Six designated "Public and Private Agency," I am told that it includes welfare

agencies, legal aid, social services of both city and state government, especially

for the disadvantaged, including employment security services.

My final reaction is to report that several groups wanted more regional

activities. I think all of us are aware of the restraints on time and travel for

coming to national meetings. Therefore, it was suggested that there ought to'be

regional newsletters, regional curriculum clinics, and that such activities should

be based on the present existing HEW regional boundaries and offices.
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CLOSING SESSION

Montclair State College

Ray J. Ast
Project Director

At this point I would like to extend my personal gratitude to our COA-

ference coordinator, Mrs. Ouderkirk and the three secretaries. I wish also

to express appreciation to each and everyone of you for your participation,

and to Roger DeCrow for assembling this very thick packet of materials related

to the current information sources of ABE that we shared with each of the

groups. Last but not least, appreciation to Dr. McCaffrey and his staff.

Sitting in on one group in particular and sharing with the leadership of

several other working groups, I found that the publishers voice was heard -

it came through loud and clear. Their contribution, in terms of market-

ability and analysis of pxoblems was outstanding.

Mt. Paul Delker, Director of the Division of Adult Education Programs,

U. C. Office of Education, will give us his reactions to the recommendations.

Unfortunately, Mr. Delker could not be with us throughout the entire time, but

he did have matey persons from the U. S. Office here.

-y -
4 q.

* * j
'411111Pr

ofk,

Ray J. Ast
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Paul V. Dekker, Director
Division of Adult Education Programs

hear

me say that the views which you will

are my own and not necessarily of my

staff. They have to live with me as it is

e and I do not want to misrepresent them.

; was pleased to be able to be here ror at

least part of the working session this

morning, the summary and recommendations.

Within the months since Commissioner Allen

has been at the helm, we haVe had two highly

significant pronouncements on national policy

affecting adult education. I think Wallace

Roberts was correct when he assessed the

pressure that there is on all of us, in-

cluding the national policy level, to articulate programs that will generate

effective solutions. The first to which I refer is, of course, Commissioner

Allen's "Right to Read" program. Commissioner Allen's speech concentrated on

improving the existing system. There was a very significant reference to the

adult illiteracy problem and in conversations which I shared with the Commis-

sioner since his speech; I found this to be of equal importance in his mind.

A few of us were privileged to get together recently at North Carolina State

University where Dr. J. B. Adair and Dr. Edgar J. Boone hosted a planning

meeting to try to articulate what it means in the right to read phrase to
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eliminate illiteracy in the decade of the Seventies. We came up with a new

definition. It took us a full day to get off the hangup of grades 1 - 12,

but we finally made it. Our definition reads: When we ask ourselves what

does it really mean to eliminate illiteracy in the Seventies? It means that.

all adults will have the ability to read, write and compete with the functional

competence needed for meeting the requirements of adult living. It is very

siMple. The words "functional competence needed for meeting the requirements

of adult living" I think, are meaningful. The definition has to be operational.

We attempted to develop a plan. Obviously, the content of that definition will

change its self during the decade of the Seventies, because the requirements of

adult living will change. Unless an individual can function in the adult life,

he is by our definition, not literate. Now, is this a feasible target? I

think it is, but those of you who know me, know that I am congenitally en

optimist. I think it is feasible' if we look at society correctly and view '.4; as

a t)tal learning system.

Most of the people who are involved in adult education do nob consider

themselves to be adult educators, They do not call themselves adult educators;

they call themselves advertisers, producers, publishers or librarians. There

is 'a very small group of us who stand up under the barfner of adult educators.

I do not want to take too much time to elaborate on this; let me recite just

one little statistic of what I mean. The last figures I saw, the average high

school graduate has had fifteen hundred more hour's of television time than he has

had of structured, curriculum, which illustrates where education and learning

really take place. A very small part of it really takes place within our es.;

tablished system. There are also competent educators, who say that they can

teach the entire content of grades 1 - 12 in four years, including the Social

living skills; now I have yat to be convinced of this in terms of seeing it done.
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I do not have difficulty in accepting it as theoretically possible. If we see

society of the Seventies as a total learning society in which we have all kinds

of help, then it is, in my judgment, feasible to get all adult citizens up to

the level of functional compeence where they can meet the requirements of adult

living.

We do have a great deal of help in modern technology and in the society

which is evolving. I mentioned to Mr. Roberts, I particularly liked his

description of the school system as a filtering system and I agree with him

that it does what it was designed to do very well. But my position is that

the system of the Seventies will be a total educational system and it really

is a challenge to us as to how much of that total learning will take place

within the established school system. I am convinced it will happen in spite

of us, if not through us. Now, the other national policy was Commissioner

Allents speech at the Galaxy Conference, where he advocated the Center for

Lifelong Learning. It seems to me that many of the key recommendations that

came out of the deliberation of these days really refer to that concept. Let

me just say one thing that was not emphasized in his speeches. Neither Com-

missioner Allen nor I visualize the Center for Lifelong Learning as owing its

existence to federal funds. He has really represented an opportunity nation-

ally for adult continuing educators to respond to the concept of creating a

Center for Lifelong Learning which perhaps would function somethig like the

Smithsonian functions. With this background may I move to your recommendations

as I heard them this morning. First, that of the communications model. Let

me give yau,a couple of facts. My office has identified over 230 adult edu-

cation programs in the Federal Government, 32 of these have basic adult edu-

cation components. It does not always mean the same thing, but they do list

a basic adult education component. They are literally dispersed through
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every department and agency of the federal government. I, therefore, conclude

from these facts and my own experience in government, that effective coordinated

communication is impossible through the present federal mechanism and only

through a public or quasi-public institute such as Center for Lifelong Learning,

will the real communication vehicle be brought into existence that you are

seeking. I think in terms of that recommendation, you ought to get behind

this new bandwagon; I am.not sure it is even inching forward yet, and give it

a good shove.

The other recommendation concerning a clearinghouse. I think, too, will

only effectively be performed through some such agency that is not yet in

existence. Our division would love to attempt this, but I frankly do not

think resources are ever going to become available within the jurisdiction oo.

one federal agency, even if it is the Office of Education. In reference to

the clk.iaringhouse, I share Eldon Schultz's comment about not intending a

more authoritarian approach on what is taught, we do have a real problem,

though, in simply knowing what has been developed, so we do not do it again.

It is literally impossible to know until something gets into print through

publishers. My own position on evaluation of materials has changed. Many of

us make the assumption and I used to share it, that it is possible to find the

bast existing materials to do a speci2ic job. We ought to be able to evaluate

and relate these. Theoretically, I think that is still possible, but I think

it is no longer very high on my list of priorities. I think that the learning

and motivation of adults is much too complex for present day materials to make

that much difference. I am not saying that there are not some bad materials

on the market and that there are not a lot of gaps in our spectrum, of materials,

but I do not think that materials are the determining factor. My priorities

would go for training teachers to be knowledgable about materials, giving them
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the skills to interpret an individual's needs in relation to existing materials

and would go into developing systems more along the line of individually pre-

scribed instruction; a system for integrating existing materials and new

materials as they are developed; rather than the laundry list of materials

that will do this or that, based on evaluations. Thirdly, the recommendation

on curriculum development of state agencies. I think this is extremely impor-

tant and I am interested in a great articulation of this in relation to our

teaching training authority under the Adult Education Act. Among these 32 pro-

grams I mentioned with basic education components, our section 309 moneys con-

stitute 75 per cent of available resources for training.teachers and for

demonstration projects. While the first emphasis is and will continue to be

training teachers in the adult basic education component, we will also see a

responsibility to train them in other adult programs. Under our funds, we have

attempted, and I think succeeded, In a number of cases to generate institutional

commitment to adult education, by colleges,and universities, and our teacher

training institutes and administrator institutes, in my judgment, need to become

more and more specified each year rather than rely on those programs which were

generated from the grass-roots. I am a grass-roots man at heart, but I think

we have learned enough at this point. We are beginning to know our priorities

and the grass-roots would appreciate more articulation of what is needed so

that they could respond within a better target. I do not feel that the other

recommendations are such that I can comment on them truthfully. Let me just

make a couple of observations. This is not a national conference, I notice,

and that was, wise. As I look at the roster, it is kind of the same old people

talking to each other again, principally New York and New Jersey, talking to a

few from Washington and a few other places, but I cannot count more than four
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people from the west of the Mississippi. Now, allowing for the fact that the

population concentration is in the eastern states, publishers are well rep.

resented in this area; I still do not think that is as broad an audience, as

this kind of discussion has to generate. I was, told, and it was confirmed in:

what I did hear this morning, that there was no reference to the Spanish speak

ing mazzet in any of the .discussions. If that is true, I wonder if it is not

also true of some other groups. The Indians are not a very big market; there

is a total of 600,00o in the country. But the adult basic education program is

directed toward the disadvantaged which includes, of course, minority groups

as well as the white disadvantaged. If that criticism is valid, and. I gather

from audience reaction that some of you heard something about Spanish speaking,

I would say let us take another look at ourselves in terms of future meetings

tnd future communications, broadening it nationally and to include all the

populations.

Chairman: Thank you, Paul. Again, I will take acception in terms of the

working groups. I do feel from everything that I have heard that the Spanish

speaking concern was of a great significance to the majority of the working

groups as well as the American Indian. The concern we have in regard to

curriculum materials, was set forth. Relative to the balance or attempt to

realh persons throughout the country, I will have to take responsibility for

that. We have a limited amount of funding available in which to undertake this

invitations were sent to far Western persons. I acknowledge Paul's statement

relative to the concentration of the publishers being in the East.

I do want to introduce Mr. Wheeler, President of the Merrill Publishing

Company, a member of AEPI, who will give his reaction to the recommendations

and his reactions to the conference from the publisher's point of view.
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EIA211,2414

Ladies and Gentlemen. It has been a real

privilege and pleasure to participate in this

active meeting. I have certainly clarified

many areas of my own understanding of the

needs in this area - though this has not

necessarily resulted in a feeling that there

are major national markets here from which we

can surely reap instant profit - or to which

we can clearly make immediate contributions.

Perhaps listing a few thoughts will summar-

ize the important outcomes of the meeting

from a publisher's viewpoint.

1. It is clear that ABE is of necessity tailored in each community to the

needs of each special group, and, in some cases to those of each individual.

It is clear that such programs must be individualized in order to get and hold

the client, to suit his instruction time and special requirements. Unless this

is done, he simply does not participate.

2. For financing reasons, if for no other, most programs are inevitably

job preparatory.- training in one way or another for job entry. And by this is

not meant technical training, but simply basic communication, computation and

living skills to equip the individual to participate and survive in the job world.
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3. There is real need for continuing on-the-job education and training,

to minimize the drop-out rate.

4. No basic curriculum, even in the simple skills areas, tea yet been

agreed upon nationally. Such agreement will probably be hard to achieve

because:

a. Needs vary widely

b. There are no real teacher-training courses for ABE,
except for scattered institutes.

.

c. Teachers are trained on the job, and thus they and
their supervisors of necessity tend to be myopic - to
concentrate specifically on the immediate task at hand,
rather than to develop complete programs.

5. The use of commercial or other materials is still, in most cases,

simply "adoptive" of what exists, whether it really fits or not or "adaptive"

in others, to try to adjust materials to ABE needs.

6. 'What about new materials, specially suited to ABE markets? 'As pub-

lishers are given, or develop through various means, some clear idea of the

major areas of the market, the numbers of potential students involved, and the

financing sources, more materials will be produced.. They will probably not fit

every situation exactly, but will be as generally applicable as other educational

materials are to the markets for which they are designed. In thinking about

the nature of such materials, one or two things seem obvious:

a. These materials probably will, and probably should be,
rather traditional in format - e.g., printed, in the main.
The looseleaf, programmed, or workbook-type material, for
considerable flexibility, should be developed without too
much difficulty - once the major content and interest areas
are identified and clearly defined. It is doubtful whether
we will soon see some of the more esoteric techniques, such
as CAI widely used in such programs. They have to prove
themselves first in the larger markets, and achieve cost
levels that are tolerable.
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b. Individualization can, should, and I am sure will be
provided by simpler audio devices, such as reel-to-
reel or cassette,tapes related to printed items, pro-
duced commercially, and perhaps supplemented by other
locally-produced,tapes. It is becoming obvious, for
example, that the low-cost cassette recorder-player
is the most flexible and adaptable."teaching machine,"
and can be used well with low -cost consumable printed
materials. It further has the advantage of portability,
so an ABE student could work at home on assignments.

c. I do not visualize wide use for,ABE of TV, either con-
ventional, or CC, partly because of cost, but even more
importantly because it means the student has to be
available at a given time, if not place. Furthermore,
TV still seems to be more motivational than instructional.

7. One thing that everyone .0.aa14 keep in mind is that "commercially

produced materials" distributed by publishers are not magically produced. in

ivory-tower editorial offices. Though we sometimes hate to admit it, publishers

themselves are not innovators. Their essential function is to edit, package

and market the materials created by innovative, practical teachers.. You, the

user, are our real product source as well., Your creation, when published, may

not look exactly the same as when you started working with a publisher, for

his editorial function is to improve it and give it the widest possible appli-

cation. So if you begin working with a publisher, please work with him in

full confidence in faith that will really improve your product for you through

the changes and refinements he suggests!

8. It may be well to inject a warning at this point. Publishing (if you

have watched the stock values) is no longer a glamor business. Those outside

the industry have finally realized what we have been trying to tell them for

some time - ,that educational publishing is a low-margin, high-risk business.'

So publishers cannot be eleemosynary in their viewpoint. Projects that would

obviously be unprofitable will have to be produced with non-profit funds (and
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will probably suffer in quality because the publisher's editing skill and

resources cannot be afforded them. Those that even show a reasonOle chance

of profitability, however, will be published by a commercial'publisher. We
17 ---

are perennial optithists by necessity and tradition! Elm new publication is

a risk venture - some will succeed, others will not; no one knows in advance.

9, Marketi9g, in the ABE field, seems to be difficult. In many areas,

it is like trying to find a Vermont District School Superintendent, who travels

among several small towns, and may be in any one of his small rural schools.

The main difference is that when you find him you at least know he is the man

who can place an order and controls what funds are available. ABE does not

seem to be quite like this. If classified mail lists can be developed by some

national ABE group, kept up to date, and made available to publishers, the

marketing area might begin to clarify itself.

10. During this meeting it has been suggested by some that commercially

available materials should be evaluated by some central ABE group for their

applicability and effectiveness. I submit that this is both impractical and

dangerous. With the Bide diversity of needs, no evaluative iurotips:.cOad speak

for all uses. Furthermore, it is unfortunately true that such "materials can

really only beevaluated through use - which is the technique publishers them-

selves usually employ with preliminary editions. Descriptive annotation,

rather than evaluation, is the practical route to follow. If descriptive

listings - depending rather heavily on the descriptions the publishers them-

selves provide - are used, the individual can more readily select the materials

that seem to fit his particular requirements. Once again - descriptive, rather

than prescriptive, listings will avoid the tendency to limit the application of

present and newly published materials.
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11. Finally, having spent these days with you, I honestly feel that we

should not be discouraged, and the efforts of this conference should not be

allowed to lapse. They should, rather, be the springboard for even better

intercommunication between and among us all - for from such communications will

develop an understanding of practical, publishable curriculum areas, and re-

sultant commercial materials more directly suited to your needs.

Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Wheeler, for your reactions. In terms of the time

schedule, I am going to exclude certain appropriate tie-in remarks, but I do

want to thank all of the Working Committee who served us and helped in making

the conference a success.

Newark State, College

Seymour Barasch, Director
Adult Education Resource Center

In closing a conference, particularly one which draws together two such

diverse groups as private publishers and public educators, one is forced to

sum up by the numbers. We have been here two days, we have heard from forty

publishers and media representatives,,tWenty universities and college adult

educators, twenty-five project groups, thirty public agencies, five private

agencies, ten business groups and about thirty adult educators, not otherwise

classified: We have consumed 3,510 cups of coffee, and an unknown but up-
,.

doubtedly substantial quantity of Scotch. Somewhere between the Scotch mist

and verbal haze of the last two days, some vital things were happening. I

think that all of us see our problems a little more clearly. If we can specif-

ically define the problems we can solve them. We have come to some interesting

and useful conclusions. Conclusions which now must be put into action. I had

thought to close the meeting with some appropriate Shakespearian passage, that
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one betmeen Romeo and Juliet. In this case, however, parting is not a sorrow

but an opportunity. An opportunity to put into action, the ideas and con-

elusions we have reached. If we do not take any action on our conclusions,

it has been a lovely exercise in a lovely setting.

I want to thank three people - Ruth Dixon of the State Education Depart-

ment of New Jersey for the physical arrangement, to Vincent DeSanctis and

Joan Fischer who immortalized us on TV.

1

Paul V. Delker, Seymour Barasch

John V. Griffin; Coburn T. Wheeler

Ruth F. Dixon, George Snow

Mabel M. Ouderkirk



'FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS',

1. A communication model or system ought to be created by proposals submitted

to. the United States Office of Education in the fall of 1970 for funding as

a special demonstration project with.309 money. Its main functions would be:

A. -- to provide continuing communication. by means of bulletins, newsletters,

or with other suitable printed farms to all state educators, agencies,

the American Educational Publishers Institute, the Commission of Adult

Education Professors and United States Office of Education personnel in

Washington and in the regions.

B. -- to disseminate ideas, reports, research and development to all ABE

personnel and publishers via AEPI.

C. -- to collect vital marketing data for the publishing industry.

D. -- to establish an "invisible college" in which ABE practitiolers,

professors, and others could share the latest development of research,

adult psychology, adult teaching-learning methods, and effective

client involvement.

Since the first recommendation presumes funding dependent on the Federal

government, an alternate vehicle for immediate and temporary communication

should exist during the interim. Therefore, it is recommended that the

Cherry Hill Conference accept the invitation of AEPI to establish and fund

leadership position for achieving the purposes set forth in recommendation A.

3. Be it further recommended that the USOE (DAEP), AEPI and Cherry Hill

participants request the,Program Planning Committee of AEA and NAYVAE to

each include sessions at their annual convention, including-the fail of 1970,

in which. ABE personnel meet with publishers and AEPI. It is suggested that a
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panel representative of several publishers and ABE practitioners share

their mutual concerns. The Planning Committees of each organization should

schedule its session so that each program is conducted at a different time

during the annual conference.

4. The Cherry Hill Conference urges support for Commissioner Allen's "Right to

Read Program" and urges that the "Right to Read Program" include an emphasis

upon adults who also have a right to read.

5. .The Cherry Hill Conference favors the production and use of program learning

material, and therefore, urges publishers and authors to design and adapt

materials which lend themselves to the adult learning laboratory concept.

&. The Cherry Hill Conference urges that publishers and practitioners (rank

and file of ABE personnel) consider ways to involve the ABE clientele. That

segment of our society should provide greater feedback to both practitioners

and publishers about their needs and theadequacy.of materials and methods.

7. The Cherry Hill Conference urges more leadership involvement by personnel in

the regional HEW office.

8. The Cherry Hill Conference recommends that each State Education Agency prepare

guidelines for use by local teachers. Such guidelines should set forth

behavioral objectives, sequentially designed, for each level and subject

matter content, avoiding description in terms of one through eighth, grade

level.

9. ILLW. should make available to publishars, financial resources or incentives

for developing material in such crucial areas as; for example, job related

attitudinal change. This might be accomplished through amendment of ?L 89,

750, Section 309 (b), and/or through provisions for limited copyright on

material developed by federally funded projects.
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A. Resource Materials Available to Working Groups

4, Adair, J. B., Editor. Adult Basic Education: Priorities & Potential.
Department of Adult Education, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
North Carolina, 27602. 1969.

American Literacy - A Mini-Analysis. NAPCAE Adult Education Clearinghouse.

Anderson, Darrell, John A. Miemi. Adult Education and the Disadvantaged Adult.
EPIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education, 107 Ry Lane, Syracuse,
New York, 13210.

DeCrow, Roger^ Compiled by. Abstracts of Documents Relati to Adult Basic
Education. ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education, 107 Roney Lane,
Syracuse, New York 13210. 1970.

Developing Programs and. Instructional Materials for Adult Basic Education and
Job Skill Training. Cherry HiliF6TIFJ171FJTTEaGTI47.571564.
Sponsored by The American Textbook Publishers Institute in Cooperation
with The United States Office of Education.

1 Hayes, Ann P. New Dimensions in Adult Basic Education Research and Demonstration
in Adult Basic Education. Appalachian Adult Buie Education Demonstration
Center, Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky, December 8, 1969.

IRCD Bulletin, Volume V, No. 3, summer 1969. Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 525 West 120 Street, New York,
New York, 10027.

King, Gordon A., Timothy F. Regan. System for Inter-A ency Coordination in
Adult Education. ESC, Suite 301, 1211 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C., 20036. 1969.

Komoski, Kenneth P. The Continuing Confusion About Technology and Education
or The Myth-ing Link in Educational Technology. Epiloge to ffETT.Found
the World. Educational Technology, 5 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 07632. 1969.

Leppert, Alice M. The Volunteer Agency in the Adult Basic Education Field.
Church Women United. 1970.

Man ower Development and Training Act of 1962 As Amended. United Office of
Education, Washington, D C. 19

Marquardt, William F. Empathy Through Literature Between Mainstream Culture
Members and Disadvantaged Learners from Minority Cultures, College of
Education, University of Illinois. 19 9.

National Advisory Committee on Adult Basic Education. Adult Basic Education,
Strengthening the Foundation of Our Democratic Society. Second, Annual
Report. August

United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education.
Report of the Task Force on Adult Basic Education. Instructional Materials
and Related Media. January 196+.
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E. MEETING THE LITERACY NEEDS OF UNDEREDUCATED YOUTH AND ADULTS:

WHAT CAN AND SHOULD BE DONE IN THE 1970d

Florida State University

Edwin H. Smith
Associate Professor

How many out-of-school youths and adults cannot read the mewspapers?

This question is often answered though reference to the United States

Census Bureau figures. According to that source, there were approximately

8,00.0,000 adults "with less than a fifth grade education" in 1960.

However, those figures do not reveal the number of adults who have less

than a fifth grade education, but rather tell how many adults have not spent

five years in school. Certainly it is foolish to assume that all who

have attended school for five or more years are functionally literate. The

average fifth grader in a poverty school reads at about a third grade

level. Well over half of the junior high school students in some programs

are functionally illiterate. Many, mAny high school graduates are

functionally illiterate. And many students attending junior college are

reading well below the seventh grade level. Junior and senior M.gh school

dropouts are considered to be literate by the Census Bureau; yet, study

after study tells us tl-lt many of the drop-outs leave because of reading

problems. A modest estimate of the number of functionally illiterate

youth and adults would be between fifteen and twenty million.. Of these,

due to age, disabilities, or other factors, about 5,000,000 could not

profit from literacy training. The others do have the potential to profit

from such training. In terms of numbers, 10,000,000 is the minimum

potential student body today. But what about'the 1970's?

While there is some evidence that a lower percentage of functional

illiterates are being produced by the public school than they produced in

the past numberwise, it is probable that they are exceeding their past

"quotas." It is also highly improbable that their program will change
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early alienated youth within the next decade. Remedial programs will be

needed in the 1970's to meet, the needs of some of our public school products.

These programs should be largely adult ba'Ic education programs, and they

should be very different from the elementary and secondary school programs

that failed to teach even basic literacy skills. Other types of programs

are also needed. These programs should be designed to cut down the

number of functional illiterates being produced by the standard elementary

and secondary school curriculi. The programs need to be individualized,

different types of materials and approaches need to be used, and the

cur-iculi need to make sense to the students. It would be easy to do, but

publishers of adult basic education materials (which incidentally are very

effective with retarded readers in the elementary and secondary schools)

need not be concerned for their markets. The products of many teacher

training institutions and the tendency for the educational establishment

to move slowly long after a need is perceived will, unfortunately, insure

publishers of a market.

Who Will Need Literacy'Educaiion intht102121

As used in this paper, literacy education refers to the development of

the reading, writing, and arithmetic skills of our school youth and adults

up to the seventh grade level. Literacy education is but one.aspect of the

area of adult basic education. It is concerned with skill teaching and this

skill teaching should be correlated with the content of the other aspects

of adult basic education. It should be a part of a greater whole;

Adult basic education is concerned with such things as teaching basic

social science concepts, basic science concepts, basic pre-vocational

information, law for the layman, good health practices, and a growing body

of other skills and information that will be needed for minimal effective
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participation in an increasingly complex society. Adult basic education

models must be different from,the presently dominant elementary and

secondary school models. The needs of present and potential clients are

and will continue to different from the needs of inschool children and

adults. The adult basic education models should not be based on programs

that have already failed with adult basic education candidates.

No one model will meet the needs of the widely diverse groups of

persons who will need adult basic education. Differences in just such

things as the availability of time the places where the education can take

place, and the age range of the groups will affect the design of the programs.

Programs for youth offenders in correctional institutions must stress

aspects not quite so important as some aspects that should be stressed

with adult offenders. Although in both cases the students were largely

public school rejects, their needs differ, as does the setting where the

remedial education can take place.

Another group is that which is made up of school drop-outs. In the

1970's, as in the past two decades, this group will be largely composed of

youth from poverty families and will be disproportionally black. Large

numbers will be unemployed and, at the time of enrollment, unemployable.

Some will be unmarried teen-age parents.

A statistically hidden group needing literacy education will be that

large group of functionally illiterate high school_Eraduates. This group

will probably exceed in size the present group of older adults who are

functionally illiterate because of a lack of exposure to formal public or

private school education.

The presently large group of functionally illiterate seasonal and

migrant workers will make up a far smaller proportion of those needing
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literacy education in the 1970's than it did in past decades, The migrant

stream is drying up, but the children now in that stream are likely to

grow up and become functionally illiterate adults.

The immigrant group and.,....xfor',.........thenativehorniwhomEnlishisan

second langaze will probably shrink, barring another crisis such as the

Cuban fiasc°o. The needs of this group should be met and dealt with in one

or more of the several educational schemes,for meeting the educational needs

of other undereducated youths and adults.

0

What Kinds of Programs Will ,Be Needed?

Anong the types of programs that appear financially and educationally

feasible on a large scale are public adult education day school programs,

industrial federally subsidized job training programs, and federally

supported depressed area programs. All such programs should emphasize

individualized instruction, the learning laboratory approach, and be

directed toward employability or employee advancement.

Literacy education, and most of the concepts and information in the

realm of adult basic education, is, in a sense, prevocational education.

Basic literacy tools are needed in nearly all job categories for it is most

unusual to read a job description that does not at least imply a need to

read, write, and do arithretic at the junior high school level. While

adult basic education can and should be part of many vocational programs

for the undereducated, generally, literacy skills should, be developed to

at least a fifth or sixth grade level prior to formal vocational training.

The present' JOBS programs, wherein the students spend part of the, day in a

form of adult basic education and part of the day learning on the job call,

for the most part, for a least minimal 'attainment in the literacy skills.

If vocational training or on the job training is begun before the student

can do th oasic reading and mathematics that are required in most jobs,
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then he is likely to become frustrated and fail. Programs where half the

day is devoted to pre-vocational training and the other half to vocational

training do not appear to svcceed with those whose literacy level is below

the fifth or sixth grade level.

When considering, some of the types of programs that will be needed,

certain principles abstracted from the programs of the 1960's should be

reviewed. One principle is that education for the undereducated adult

Should be treated as a job and one for which the student is paid.

Violation of this principle' results in fantastic drop-out rates. A second

principle is that students should not 'be unduly fatigued prior to the

learning session. Violation of this principle results in tired students

becoming discouraged because fatigue has depressed their learning rates. A

third principle is that education should not cut too severely into

recreational time or family time. Violation of this principle indicates an

ignorance of research which tells us that many of the undereducated seek/

immediate satisfaction of desires and that a conflict of interest between

delayed rewards not immediately relevant (education) and immediate rewards

(pleasure) tends to be resolved by the selection of the immediate reward.

A fourth principle is that the adult basic education classes should not

be patterned after traditional adult literacy classes (which have not been

greatly successful) or after public or private school classes, for children,

Violation of this principle will result in more of the same programs that

have failed with too many of the students enrolled. A fifth and final

principle is that the programs should be individualized in terms of

instruction, time limits, and content. Time and class modules are nice to

administrate, but they rarely fit the students.

The 1970's should not see the rJAtinuation of programs that do not work

well but which have continued because they fit, a concept of what literacy
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education should be and because their patterns have been established and

they have become traditional. Among these are the night school literacy

programs and the volunteer teacher programs. The night schdol programs

stem from an age when the Protestant ethic dominated our thinking and when

a person's lot in life was thought to be the result of how hard he worked.

People who were poor and undereducated were assumed,to be in that condition

because they did not or would not work hard. People who wanted to get

ahead could do it by hard work; and night school was hard work. While

these programs have been better than nothing, they appear to have been of

most value to persons who,had attained functional literacy rather than to

the person who was functionally illiterate.

What Methods and Materials Are Available?

The use of diagnostic- prescriptive approach in a learning laboratory

setting will probably dominate large scale literacy programs in the 1970's.

The methods presently available include the adult basal series, multiple

level kits, programmed workbooks, the experience method in various forms,

mass media, machine dominated programs, correlated worktexts, the

individualized reading. method, and computer assisted instruction. As the

research on both adults and children is sorted out, it is probable that an

eclectic method will be dominant during the 1970's, for this is the one

approach that can be successfully used with the diagnostic- prescriptive'

approach that is now being influenced by the growing concern and work with

the determination and implementation of behavioral objectives. The eclectic

method i 'the soundest of all approaches, for it selects from among the

others the parts which best suit a student's needs and style of learning.

It has been demonstrated with children that not one approach is greatly

superior to all others and that the thing that should guide the selection of
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an approach should be based on how well the approach fits the student,

rather than fitting the student to the approach. Sound reading programs

for adults will utilize the various methods with the materials designed to

implement them being manipulated in varying combinations from student to

student. Attempts to group the students homogeneously and get effective

teaching have failed for a hundred years. Adult literacy education now has

the technology needed for all of the approaches except computer assisted

instruction. The professional literacy educator will choose and select the

best materials, in accord with his budget, to implement all of the approaches.

The criteria which follow may help him in his selection task:

I. 'The contents should be appropriate for adults and should be

designed so that it will aid in meeting one or more of the

program's objectives.

2. The cost should not be excessive. That is, a disproportionate

amount of money should not be spent on any one type of

teaching material.

A well stocked library of books, workbooks, teaching kits,

etc., should be obtained before spending heavily on audio-visual

devices.

4. The program for a machine based 'program is more important than

is the reliability and versatility of the machine.

Much of the instructional material should make use of teaching

devices such as headings, purpose setting statements, questions,

etc.

6. The material's should be largely self-instructional.

Materials should be ordered in amounts in accord with the

range of achievement levels in the class.

Materials for use with groups should be multi-levelled with

the same concept being covered on several readability levels.
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9. Different methods work best with different students, and no

single book, series, kit, or machine based program is best for

all.

10. The materials ordered for skills development should teach

useful facts and concepts while developing the skill area.

11. Illustrations should be multi-ethnic.

Few materials or a single publisher's array of materials can be

expected to meet all of the criteria. Using the diagnostic approach to

teaching, the teacher will soon find which of these criteria are important

to a particular student and which are not. It is highly likely that

certain criteria omitted in the preceding list will be more important in

some cases than the listed criteria. All teachers should develop some

criteria appropriate for their particular group.

What New Materials Will Be Needed?

1. Materials written at a low readability level for use in

developing content area reading skills.

2. Materials designed to teach encoding and decoding skills

together.

3. Tests designed for informal testing in reading, writing,

spelling, arithmetic, and listening.

Vocational manuals written on third and fourth grade reada-

bility levels. .

5. Packages of varied contracts in each of the adult basic

education content areas.

6. Low readability level materials designed to develop critical

and creative thinking abilities.

Adult literacy educators presently have available to them a greatly

improved set of resources. These will get better in the 1970's and new



ones will be added. Hopefully, mass media such as television will not be

used, and, again hopefully, teacher training programs will emphasize the

diagnostic- prescriptive approach and introduce the teachers to the

educational technology available for teaching. adults. The cost, except for

machine based methods, is low and a well equipped learning laboratory can\

be developed for under three thousand dollars or about one hundred fifty

dollars per student ititial cost.

If what has been learned about literacy education in the 1960's is

applied in the 1970's, great progress will be achieved, PUblishers will

malce available the technology; hopefully, legistors will provide the

needed money. But who will train the educators? The answer to that question

mar be the key to the doors, "More of the Same," or "A new era."
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PROGRAM REDESIGN AND MATERIAL NEEDS
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Bureau of General

Continuing Education

In 1964 in this facility, adult educators and representatives of the

textbook publishing industry met at the, first Cherry Hill meeting to discuss

the launching of a massive attack on illiteracy in the United States.

Discussed at length during this conference was the Federal Legislation,

present and anticipated, which world provide the funding for this

monumental task, the aspirations of the adult educators to perform this

task, and a commitment from the publishing industry to provide the materials

for this endeavor. The one thing not then apparent and to which little

time or verbage was contributed was the multiplicity of problems which educators

and publishers would find inherent in developing programs and materials

for the undereducated. It is to be assumed that our coming together

again indicates that the aspirations of educators and the commitments of

the publishers are still present.

We come together six years older and, hopefully, somewhat wiser and

somewhat more sophisticated than we were in 1964. I believe it would be

safe to assume that educators and publishers alike are perplexed as to

where do we go from here. I believe too it would be safe to assume that

we are far from the solutions of many of the problems which we did not

anticipate in 1964 but have encountered almost daily since that time.

A review of the proceedings of the first Cherry Hill Conference

would indicate that at the base of all our deliberations were three

assumptions, that is, adequate money would be made available, materials

cou1,1 and would be developed, and educators could and would provide

education for the under educated.
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The first assumption dealing with adequate funding, the anticipated

levels were never realized. I do not believe it is necessary to dwell

on this point since we in this room have all made inputs for the encourage-

ment of raising funding levels. I believe it would suffice to say that

unless funding is kept at levels to provide ,for increasing numbers of

students, increasing costs, and to provide the material needed for

increasing quality, any task, whether,it be education or manfacturing,

cannot be accomplished.

Assumption two that effective materials sould trr^ developed with the

then existing knowledge, there is no question that the publishing

industry mounted a huge endeavor to make available materials to .raise

literacy levels and that we enjoy today a massive amount of teaching

materials intended for undereducated adults. The effectiveness of these

materials varies from one end of the s,ctrum to the other dependent

upon the evaluator. Early in the six year span publishers naturally

relied on their existing human resources. Since the definitions

emanating from Washington at that time of what the program was to

accomplish c .:re limited, the materials developed were in turn limited to

the objectives and format of teaching the primaryHreading skills in a

manner closely relating to the design for children. There has been of

late an increasing amount of materials of more sophisticated content

and design. We should not be overly critical of this evolutionary

process since the problems of formulating a massive attack on illiteracy

were not discovered until programs were implemented. Since previous

experiences were quite limited until this time and since educators and

publishers had not really grappled with designing specific programs for

the segments of the populations which'will be described in this paper, a

trail and error approach was to be expected. Research relating to learning

styles of the undereducated
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was at best wanting and in most cases nonexistent. Relevant models of

programs were similarly almost nonexistent.

The educators by and large who have been given the responsibility of

designing and implementing programs for this activity also erred for they

too behaved, in the most part, upon their experiences.of the past.

Further, these experiences were in the institutions which had failed the

undereducated population.

If our task at this conference is to investigate directions for

program design and materials for the 70's, we must first assess where we

are and how we have arrived at this point.

Before we can progress with, either program redesign or material

evaluation and development, there must come to pass a more clearly

defined and a more realistic expectancy on what can be expected from

programs for the educationally disadvantaged currently known as adult

basic education. There was in 1964 and I fear there exists today a vague

generalization that there is an almost perfect correlation between

reading achievement and elimination of disadvantagement. This type of

generalization makes for excellent after dinner speeches or preambles

to legislation, howLver, when this is at the base of the criteria for

program evaluation of adult basic education programs, the evaluation

precludes failure almost from the start.

Adult educatqrs must communicate to writers of legislation that the

concept of "instant literacy" is erroneous. They must also communicate

that education alone cannot accomplish instant economic upward mobility,

Programs and projects designed for economically disadvantaged must more

clearly delimit and more clearly define the goals for specific programs.
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While most educators and pdblisherp are in accord with the objectives of

general education in our society, we must become realists and accept that

which most of our experiencp of the past years has taught uS, that is, that

the population which we have recruited and attempted. to recruit sees little

relevance in general education, programs and the solving of their specific

economic and social problems: The concept too that undereducated adults

,effectively seek Ylearning to read" programs of long duration has also

proven itself less than true. It is true that adults will commit large

portions of their time for education but only when this education is

relevant to their needs as they define'their needs.

The role of adult basic education in occupational education is a vital

one. It has also been the area most troublesome and most difficult for

program designers. Here, too, a major problem has been the lack of

specificity in stating the objectives of basic education in the overall

programs. The question of whether the emphases should. be on training for

those literacy skills needed for a specific' job or a more general

approaCh which attempts the changing of learning and life styles of an

individual to make him more capable to cope with the world of work. It

seems that both the educator and society have erred and that the publishers

in trying to please both have pleased neither. As educators we must'

stop assuming that we can, through our adult basic education projects,'

become instant change agents, and legislators and society in general

must come to realize when evaluating adult basic education programs

that evaluation seeking to justify cost of programs cannot expect instant

results or gross social changes.

Secondly, the whole concept of what literacy is and is not must be

defined. In its narrowest definitions literacy has been defined as the
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ability to read on a given grade level and in its broadest terms the

eibility to function as wise parent, effective worker, knowledgeable

consumer and participating citizen. We have attempted to define our goals

in both aspects again assuming there is a correlation. A little probing

would indicate believe, that the correlatiOn does.not exist, or if it

does exist, it exists.in a degree much lesp than we haVe articulated.

believe there is 40MMOn accord in' the educational community that

there is a vital role for adult basic education in aelping to solve many

of the problems existent in our society. Adult education can and must

become a vital agent for sodial change but to become effective the

programs initiated must be more realistic in their expectancies, more

specific in their objectives, more effective in the use of existing

materials, more sophisticated in their evaluation .of these materials

and pore specific in their recommendations, for what is needed.

There are currently throughout the United States may fragments of

effective programming and wise use of materials, however, there is little

dissemination of information of what has been successful. There is even

less dissemination of information of how to put together pieces of what

has been successful in order to develop models for effective programming.

Ole of the major reasons for this.ladk, of adequate model development has

been the inability to define specific objectives for specific progreis for

specific populations.

The adult basic eduCation universe has been broadly broken down into

two major need groups: (1) those whose basic language is English

regardless of dialectic differences, and (2) those for whom English is

needed as a second language. The latter group in the. disadvantaged population
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are primarily those who have Spanish or a derivation of Spanish as their first

language. In the south and southwest this represents our population of

Mexican heritage. In the industrial north a large portion of the English

as a second language population are migrants .from Puerto Rico. Program,

development in adult basic education has attempted to develop models of

Fngli'sh as a second language for this total population without the

specificity of student motivation or student cultural background.

Many current English as a second language activities in adult basic

education are, for the most part, using the same methodology as teaching a

foreign language for a highly literate population with backgrounds which

include learning styles developed in formal academic activities. A

review of the research would reveal, that most diagnostic instruments for

English as a second language which are vital as7tIctO for individualizing

a program have been designed for a least college level populations. Little

or no research has been done which would help in the devellpment of

instruments which can be utilized for individualization of programs for

undereducated adults, adults undereducated in their native tongue.

Materials designed specifically to teach speaking and reading English

for students who are illiterate in their native tongue are almost non-

existent. Little cognizance has been given to the fact that there are

subpopulations and varying motivations in this large group, that is, the

motivations of people lacking English as a second language are as varied

as they are in the population where English is the native tongue.

Programs lust be designed,for specific objectives in which the teaching

of English is only a needed tool to meet these objectives whether they be

occupational, whether they be information leading to citizen participation,
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or parent education, Programwise and methodologywise we are still

operating in a pre-1940 format.

In buildings where sophisticated language labc&atories am present,

they are, in most cases, going unused while classes of non-English

speaking populations repeat in whole groups sentences or phrases regardless

of individual differences and individual capabilities, Pressing needs

in this area of basic education are instruments for diagnosis of

individual capabilities .and disabilities, software which can be fed into

existing technology which can offer multisensory experiences and literacy

concepts to enhance the development of.vocabulary and syntax of the English

language.

The adult educator must discard the concept that the prescheduled

classroom is the sole vehicle for program implementation and that literacy

programs can exist in isolation from other programs aimed at assisting

disadvantaged populations, for example, models now exist that couple adult

basic education activities for mothers who do not have the skills of

English as a second language with programs funded for preschool children

under Head Start or Title I. It has been found in our experiences

accrued since 1964 a prime motivating factor for mothers of young children

has been their desire to learn more of the educational system of their

children and their role in being more effective in the encouragement of

the child's success in school. While evaluations indicate these programs

have been very effective, the pilot projects, in many cases, were not

continued.' Coupling of adult basic education activities to Head Start

and Title I projects should be encouraged from the funding sources at

the federal levels.
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We have tended to develop educational programs for the disadvantaged

segment of .our society on the assumption that all disadvantaged had the

same primary motivations. Dr. William Brazziel, formerly of Norfolk State

College, envisions disadvantagement in a more realistic manner, lightening,

it to an artichoke with layers of leaves and each layer having its specific

motivations, abilities and talents. Program developers, program implementers

and material developers must look to this concept in initiating program

design and progrtmmed material developing.

In our rural areas where distance adds an additional handicap to

meaningful programs, the utilization of programmed and self-directed

materials, the utilization of ETV, and the utilization of the field

worker working with family units must be explored. A recent project of the

University of Wisconsin is developing this approach which to a lesser

degree was explored by the University of Arizona in the sparsely populated

areas of the southwest where English as a second language activities are

a great need.

In our innercities we have 'additional fragments of models which have

proven effective, yet our major emphasis continues to be in classrooms with

inflexible scheduling and even in buildings where technology is present,

the traditional teacher-centered classroom program still prevails.

These models utilize the concepts of specific diagnosis of skill needs

in the language arts and computational skills, use an eclectric approach to

instruction and highly prescriptive and individualized approach to skill

development, utilize technology and programs developed for individualization

which permit students to enter and function in class as their time permits

rather than preset schedules. Additionally, the language arts skill

development objectives are coupled to occupational training programs where
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occupational, training is the primary motivation ofifie student.

In the innercities where disadvantagement has caused disillusionment

with the "establishment" and has caused a militancy and rejection of

societal attempts, it has been found these models have been effective with*

a7,1 age groups, the recent dropout, the 25.35 year age group as well as

olden students, yet such models have had little dissemination. These

programs have proven effective to the degree that in certain communities

centers that were designed for adult basic education for out-of-school

youth and adults are being ,utilized part of the time by the existing school

systems in the school's attempt to redesign programs for potential

dropouts-.

In conclusion, any efforts to redirect program, implementation and

material development should take into consideration:

1. A clearer definition of literacy' and this vague thing called

adult basic education.

2. Define more realistically the roll, of adult basic/education in

total effort to assist the disadvantaged.

3. Educate program fundersregarding realistic time needed and

realistic expectancy of achieveMent levels.

It. Develop an eclectric approach utilizing the successful experiences

of the past six years.

5.. In developing materials take into consideration the motivating

factors which are thoselof the students and develop specific

materials for specific programs to solve the problems of the

students as NercetvIEUE the students which may or may not be

those perceived by society.
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6. Develop models based on our experience in occupational education

programs, programs in correctional instiitutions, etc. utilizing

our ?resent knowledge concerning diagnostic procedures and pre.

scriptive programming for skill develbpment.

7. Design preservice aad inservice educational programs for

instructors which will encourage the use of multisensory media,

develop sensitivity to individual needs, and develop skills

needed for diagnostic and prescriptive approach to skill develop-

ment.

If the six years has taught us anything, it has taught us that students

do not come to learn to read, they come in the hope that the educational

experience will help solve their problems. Learning to read is but one

tool in solving problems of disadvantaged adults.
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Implications in.Hirin Practices and, Procedures

Employment practices and procedures represent the most immediate

area which requires substantial change and attention.

Pre-E12UormrrentastinE

Isolating, for a moment, the existence and practice of "de-facto"

racial discrimination in hiring, the biggest impediment to employment of

underskilled job applicants is the evidence used;to justify his'or her

unemployability. Culturally or educationally disadvantaged individuals

will seldom meet hiring criteria as measured and stipulated on standard

employment test batteries or standard academic achievement tests..

The variables, or causes, of this poor test performance have not yet

been clearly identified even by professional psychometrists. The causes

may be environmental, individual, or a combination of both. Positions and

opinions on this may range from the genetic (hereditary inferiority) as

exemplified by Professor Jensen of University of California to adherents

to social deprivation theories.

A great deal of criticism has been directed toward test batteries as

being culturally biased in term of having been standardized on - middle

class values in life experience. Consequently, it is alleged that the

results are unreliable and invalid when applied to minority groups who

have their own unique subcultural life experiences.

Practically speaking, most pre-employment skill and/or aptitude tests

are in fact, designed to, and generally do, predict probability of sucess
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on the job. Unfortunately, even if the objection of cultural invalidity

proves true, the predominant Work behavior patterns, and all productive

activities within the "work ethic" framework are an extension of the mores ,

of the middle class majority. Regrettable as it may seem, minority group

merchers who may, be alienated from these mores will eventually be confronted

with the fact that as a minority segment of the labor force they will be

faced with adjusting to the system in which they must compete and survive.

The analogy is obviously "when in Rome do as the Romans do" and the

unfortunate consequence of non-compliance is, "to be thrown to the lions",

poverty and deprivation,

The real problem is not the tests themselves, assuming they measure

what they are supposed to. Neitber is it denial or rationalization of the

real differential in test scores by minority' vs. middle class job applicantS.

It is how this test performance data is interpreted and utilized. First,

if the data is interpreted as being absolutely indicative of skill,

aptitude, or academic achievement not liable to change, then this is an

unwarranted assumption. Second, although high scores are fairly reliable

in predicating successful job performance, and correspondingly lower

scores tend to predict a Correlatively lower probability of success in the

job, this does not necessarily justify a blanket conclusion that all

failures on 'tests will cutomatically result in failure on the job.

Unfortunately, it is this negattv4; generalization that has predominated -In

many hiring practices in industry today. If this theory is assumed by

personnel placement staff and, used as a "screen out device," against

applicants/ with language, educational or sub-cultural andicapd, then the

tests are being used.improperly.. This is detrimental not only to the
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rejected applicant, but ultimately, to the employer who might gain long

range tangible and profitable advantage by having hired him. The more

legitimate value of pre-employment aptitude, or achievement tests lies

in their use as diagnostic instrument in determining the nature, scope

and duration of subsequent remedial pre-placement training. This will be

discussed more in depth'later in this paper.

Ealoyment Entry Status

Frequently the initial employment status and potential advancement

range of the applicant is vague or undefined. A candidate for remedial

pre-job training should be hired as a regu.Lar employee, not as a temporary

(on trial basis) type pre-employee. Historically, underskilled

unemployable individuals have been placed in temporary pre-employment

training situations with no promise of an actual job. More frequently,

they were not placed. This obviously results in anxiety, insecurity and

feelings of inadequacy on the part of the trainee. The subsequent

conditioning resulting from successive frustrating terminal experiences

can create or at least reinforce what might be described as "a failure

syndrome". In the end; both high attrition rates on the part of the

employer and perpetual unemployment on part of the prospective worker,

both become mutually self-fulfilling prophecies.

Compensation

Most publically sponsored and administered programs seldom compensate

the trainee with what even may be remotely considered an actual laving Imge.

Usually, a token training allowance or stipend has been granted at a bare

subsistence level more or less equivalent to a welfare hand out. One

doesn't have to be a student of industrial psychology or motivation theory

to recognize that adequate monetary compensation is a prime motivator.
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The absence of this or a decent wage is one of the moat repressive and

demoralizing Controls that, can be exerted on any individual.. In summary,

the priority sequence should be, "HIRE firstithen TRAIN,: not: train first

and then hire."

Interviewing Criteria

A final problem. area exists in the interviewing and seleCtion procesS

The experienced employment interviewer may find it,difficult,to'break the

4 ,

habit of "screening out" rather than "screening in" prospective employees.

Cn the other hand, there is a reverse danger of the naive, misdirected,

well meaning personnel interviewer who want's to solve all problems by

accepting any applicant. wham he or she feels is "deserving". In the case

of "hard':core" applicants, the Objective of the interviewing process as a

Pre-employment analysis is not whether or not the candidate ftlfilla the

normal requirements or qualifications for a specific job. Rather, it is

judging whether or not the specific applicant has a real potential for

ultimate success in a working environment.

Training Implications

Although the actual educational materials which comprise a curriculum

are of prime importance the major consideration in the training phase

is not what you use but 'hOw you use it The parameters and terminal

Objectives must be clearly identified. For example:

1. What do you want the program to accomplish?

2. At what aptitude or achievement level do you begin training?

What type of aurriculunmaterials and staff are needed?

4. What methods or instruments are employed to 'immure success?
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Objectives:

Training should reflect both employee/employer needs. The employee

aptly' reflecting Maslow's "Hierarchy of Needs" wants and needs long term

employment security, job satisfaction and a reasonable opportunity for

advancement. On the other hand, the employer is concerned with low

attrition since his profit is maximized by a stable productive work force.

This can be subverted very early if, due to a false sense of economy, the

training objectives are limited to bringing the trainees "as close to

minimal performance requirements as quickly as possible." Admittedly, most

previously unemployable trainees will not complete short term training

activity with capabilities much beyond entry level jobs. The real

questions depend on how much consideration is given to career development,

academic upgrading, at least to a high school equivalency level, and

follow-up attention such as supportive counseling, after they are placed

on the job.

Once the trainee is in an operational job (even at entry level)

the combination of

1. barely adequate short term training and...

2. the frequent attitude of the receiving supervisor that the

trainee is at best a marginal liability to his operation, is

likely to result in a revolving door cycle.

Obviously this is not good business since high turnover is not only

expensive but the manpower investment loss is essentially irretrievable.

Setting limited training objectives in budgets for remedial employee

rehabilitation is a penny wise, pound foolish approach to manpower

resource planning. An additional consequence of high turnover is that,

although personnel statistics reflect a favorably high minority recruitment
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rate, significant increase in the "on-board headcount" percentages are

difficult to achieve.

Sco e and Limits of Remedial TrairlingEmarms

The scope of any remedial academic program should be realistic not

only from the educational needs of the recipients, but also from practic-

ability of operation. Industry cannot and should not be expected to as$110M

the total responsibility for all vocational remedial efforts. Dividing

respective responsibility at a practical grade level cutoff represents one

area where industry and education can work cooperatively together for the

benefit of all concerned.

It is probably not very practical for industry to gear remedial

programs for individuals below the 5.0 grade level since individuals in

the extreme low grade levels or those who may be functionally illiterate

would not have a high probability for success in meeting the skills

required even on an entry level job. Furthermore, shortage of skilled

specialists in adult basic education actually employed in industry pose a

very significant problem in staffing a viable training program. As an

alternative approach it must be more appropriate and efficient for public

NgeActes such as welfare, vocational rehabilitation, etce to assume

responsibility for the initial remedial effort of basic literacy prior to

referring an unemployable,rehabilitatee to an "on the job" work stud4

program in industry. I am suggesting that a clearly defined but well

coordinated' division of responsibility in remediary unemployability be made

between public agencies (and schools) and industry at the 5.0 achievement

grade level.

Industry theivshould be prepared with well organized and planned work

study/on the job training combination programs. These programs should not
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be limited to entry level abilities, but go beyond and accommodate high

school academic equivalencies, since this is generally accepted as a

minimum academic qualification for long range career advancement. Any

industry involved in training today is not being honest or efficient if

it does not bring its labor force up to that minimal academic level. As

mentioned earlier a great number of current programs are primarily concerned

with bringing the unemployable individual to a barely minimal standard

rather than considering the individual as a prospective long term rrofitable

employee.

Staffing.

The one variable that has a profound impact on success or fa4.1ure is

the selection of staff. In staffing a training program the following

essential criteria must be met; without exception:

1. Instructional qualification: Obviously the training staff must

have some teaching experience, however, this does not imply

graduate educational credentials. It does require a sound

working knowledge of the various instructional 'methods and a

sensitivity to when and how certain teaching techniques should

be employed. In addition it is important to have a thorough

understanding of learning theory particularly recognizing the

difference between how adults or academically alienated

individuals learn as opposed to the more classic methods of

teaching. Malcolm Knowles of Boston University identifies

this distinction in a paper entitled "Androgogy vs. Pedagogy?.

2. Interpersonal Communication Skills: If staff qualifications

were ranked in order of importance, sensitivity and communication

skills should lead the list. Due to the understandable defenses

and suspicions disadvantaged or minority groups inherently

reflect in their perception of, and conditioned response to,
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ive rapport is critical, This applies initially to the trainer/

trainee relationship in th::- learning process. It also applies to .

the supportive role of counselor that staff must fulfill in order

to ensure emotional adjustment to the new work:environmenfo

Present evidence and experience seems to indicate that difficulties

in reciprocal adjustment between the employer and the employee

preempt work skill deficiencies as a major cause of failure and

attrition of hard core trainees. For example: the trainee must

.understand and conform to the punctuality and attendance

requirements of industry. CorrespOndingly the employer must

realize that this transition process takes much longer for

individuals who have not identified with the middle class

values that are an unconscious part of his (the employers)

value system. The trainer's maturity and ability help the

trainee adjust his attitude and feeling about work contributes

to ultimate job ;success.

3. Staff Structure: Many questions regarding staff structure are

usually directed at the racial composition, should it be all

black, all white, or mixed in some vague weighted ratio?

First, regardless of race the staff should have the. qualifies...'

tions to do the job previously mentioned. If this is assured

,and there is a choice in selecting staff, the racial max can

be reached quite deductively.

By way of elimination, an all white staff is not particufarly desirable

because of the already existing misperceptions of each other by white

trainer and minority trainee. The white "company man" is usually

disastrously ignorant of his trainees as people, their life styles etc.
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Correspondingly the "company man" is perceived as a symbol of the institution

and its history of prejudice and discrimination. The net result is that

neither staff nor trainees can relate with each other very easily, if at

all.

On the other hand an all black staff has severe drawbacks of its

own. Depending on the magnitude of the program and the shortage of

qualified black staff members within the company, it is difficult to

recruit a complete black training staff. In addition, an all black staff

is not representative either of the management structure or the ratio of

minority group employees that the trainee will be exposed to on the job.

Also, no single black person can really speak for the entire black

population any more than a white individual can presume to speak for all

White people. An all black staff may possibly limit the trainee to relating

only to itself and not to the r&11 work environment after training. This

is a symbiotic relationship and does not resolve the personal adjustment

problem ultimately to be faced en the job. Furthermore ,it is naive to

assume that all blacks as individuals will automatically relate to each

other or share the same feelings and attitudes based on racial affinity.

This is a benevolent form of racial stereotyping. The'obvious alternative

is to have an intergrated staff representative of the work environment.,

It should be balanced to include black and white, males and females.

One planning factor that often creates a problem is, where you are

going to recruit your training staff. External, .consuitant/recruitment

or contract may yield experienced educators and vocational trainers but

this has one important drawback. Regardless of professional qualifications

most outsiders seldom have an intimate knowledge of or identification

with the company per se. They may have an understanding and an orientation

to business in general but each company has its own individual character
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which takes time to learn and be reflected in ones working behavior. This

is important because the trainers example is usually perceived by the trainee

as a ,role model for employee' behavior. As.a result it must be consistent

and reinforce the particular company role expectations of its employees.

In the final analysis 'all of the above staff considerations must be

weighed both individually and collectively as to which are most important

to the company, and final decisions must be made based on this.

Trainina of the trainers

1. orientation to overall program objectives,

2. introduction to the curriculum and practice with the educational

materials,

3, a review of the learning theories and- how these are applied to

the adult learner,

4. a thorough familiarization with the background of the trainee

population in order to understand the pervasiveness of its

influence and,

5. most important, whatever sensitivity training is necessary to

ensure constructive vocational counseling and interpersonal

communications skills.

In'summary the quality and skill of the training staff itself' is the

most catalytic eleient in inlauring the success of even the best designed

remedial vocational training program.

CurriculumGuidelines

Due to the variety of job skills required in industry, it is'unlikely

that any single curriculum or training model is ideal. However, if

management is oriented toward a "total training effort" then certain

general'gadelines'emerge.
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objectives and not be narrowly limited in duration. The academic objective

should definitely be geared :toward high school equivalency certificate

for reasons mentioned earlier, not limited to minimal remedial language

and math skills. This immediate need can and should be filled during an

initial short term (possibly 4-6 weeks) orientation phase of the training

program. Efforts toward the overall academic objective should be continued

during a portion of the workday after placement in actual "on-the-job

training" cycles. The duration of this work -study experience should continue

until the GED certificate is achieved. This could be classified as career

oriented employee upgrading and be flexible enough to accommodate different

initial achieement levels and leaving rates. It would reduce the pass/

fail liability characteristic of programs with fixed duration time limits.

In addition it is eligible for Federal reimbursement under MDTA, MA-5,

option P*

bAual job training if it is on the general entry skill level can

best be accomplished on the job in practical "hands on" applications.

There are obvious exceptions to this generalization such as typing skills,

machine operations, etc. In these instances many of the already proven

skill development programs can and do provide the desired results.

Variety in a rotational job experience can be extremely ialuable to

the trainee and can be applied to most general work situations.

Fo.': example:

1. production trainees can be rotated in different phases of the

assembly. process,
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2. General clerical or administrative trainees could, be exposed to

temporary assignments ranging from distribution services, filing,

reproduction, and basic bookkeeping,

3. secretarial and/or typist trainees learn best' in a "pool"

environment where mistakes are easily monitored and a beginning

typist will not" handicap an entire afice or department.

In summary' job training for underskilled employees should be extensive

and oriented toward tangible goals in a meaningful "earn while you learn"

environment. It 'should not resemble an automobile agency new car

preparation process" of a quickie wash, wax and lube job. If this is the

case, the results are the same:" an expensive "preparation charge,. for

temporary polish job and not enough gas to get you very far",

Retaining the New Minority Group Employee

In the final analysis,' success of any training program designed for

minority groups can only be measured in terms of retention of the employee.

A great deal of lip service has been paid to this principle but very little

planning is done to insure it: The shocking facts are that the attrition

rate fox' members of the disadvantaged is approximately doable that for the

higher levels of worker and the unemployment rate in ghetto areas today

equals the national unemployment rate of the great depression.

In order to gain an.understanding of how to hold onto a new minority'

hire we must look at some of the causes for losing him. Some of the causes

are independent of the employer's control, such as: military service,

wegnancy, family problems, legal problems, such as salary attachments and

excessive illness; These causes for attrition apply to the entire employee

population and are not unique to minority employees. However, some factors
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might be more prevalent among individuals from a depressed environment,

and are a direct function or Consequence of it. For example: excessive

salary attachments can reduce a take-home pay to below the minimum standard

of living 'granted by public welfare and thus encourage return to a welfare

dependaacy status. In the case of illness, the disadvantaged do reflect

a much higher incidence of medical pathology due to insufficient previous

medical attention.

Two areas deal directly with the work,eniironment and can be controlled

by management are:

1. orientation and training in mangement of minority group employees

and

2. a well planned program of individual and group follow-up after

training.

Management training should include not only a fadiliarization with

the history of black Americans but be supplemented by on-going discussions

or Dialogues in Black and White. This would help managers more fullyt

understand the feelings behind minority workers actions and behavior which

he may have, difficulty in accepting or coping with. Particular attention

should be directed toward developing sensitivity and skills in interpersonal

communications. In order to really understand his minority group employee

the manager must recognize that "rap" is an essential ingredient in

rapport.

Implementation of a well-structured follow-up system is the critical

"ounce of prevention" needed to avoid the costly "pound of cure" in

training and retaining minority group workers. This can be in the form

of supportive counselling for both trainee and/or his manager depending

on the particular situation. It is vital that this service be available

as long as it is needed to assure complete adjustment by the trainee to
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the work environment and it to him. This might be done by an enlightened

well trained manager. However, if the management is perceived as a

threatening authority symbol, then counselling should be available through

person ma services.

An additional concept that might be valudille as both a remedial

and preventive tool is regularly scheduled bi-monthly discussion sessions

A

comprised of the trainees as a group. This should be guided by a capable

leader. The guidelines should be directed toward work experiences and in

particular problem areas. Two immediate benefits can be derived from this

type of activity:

1. Each individual learns and begins to understand that certain

experiences and adjustment problems are not individual or

even unique to him as a minority group member.

The group solution process can either have a more direct

impact than individual counselling or perhaps reinforce the

counselling process based on the strength peer-group influence*

In conclusion success and re-generation of previously unemployable

minority group employees can no longer be considered "Lilies in the

Field" to be cared for by some natural force. Through proper training they

can be cultivated and enhance our society. However, ultimate survival

depends on the degree of continued attention the trainer or cultivator is

willing, to provide.

Reproduction in whole or in part of the contents of this paper
for purposes other' than the scope of the Conference for which
it was prepared is strictly forbidden. All rights are reserved
by the author.

The contents of this paper are strictly.the ideas and opinions
of the author and should not be construed to reflect the position,
policies or practices of the management of the IBM Corporation,
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'A perusal of the major media resource catalogs quickly reveals that

there are almost no commercially prepared audiovisual materials available

to the adult basic education teacher.

One can appreciate that the publishers and producers of software have

been attracted by the profit motive to meet the needs of the conventional

classroom. In their defense, it might be suggested that they have not

been fully apprised of the teaching problems in ABE, nor of the growing

demand. They are not cognizant of the fact that you are teaching adults

such basic things as how to use the telephone, register to vote, sign his

own name, or count change.

In their productions for the public schools, the publishers and producers

are striving to reflect the ultimate in our culture, the all-electric kit-

chens, time-sharing computers and the world of tomorrow, while you seep

assistance in teaching the very basic of human existence.

Commercial producers will not be attracted to the ABE field, unless

you make them aware both of your requirements, and the sizeable market

which is yet untapped. There would appear to be dozens of competencies

which are sufficiently universal to justify their production of media

materials--information on filling out employment papers, using a time clock,

opening a bank account, avoiding "loan sharks" and "bait advertising."

In addition, there are hundreds of thousands of educated Americans who

would appreciate instruction on buying a used car, computing the interest

on charge accounts, purchasing autclobile, life and health insurance, or

the benefits from social security and medicare.
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Instructional materials prepared for use in ABE must be especial4

well designed and thoroughly tested, since you cannot afford the luxury of

,Logical or frustrating programs. Educators are far too prone to accept

unproved solutions which are offered as a panacea. The use of media

materials does not guarantee success. Their inclusion in a well

program should shorten the time required to teach a concept, and me some

provision for the individual differences in learning' ability.

Even if there were an unlimited selection O) teaching materials for

adult basic education, there are still applications for locally produced

material to meet the unique requirements of your center. Commercial

producers cannot prepare material on welfare, public health, housing,

vocational rehabilitation and employment opportunities which would be

completely applicable to your situation. Even a program, produced on the

state level should be supplemented with locally produced material' to relate

the information to your immediate area.

Audio-visuals should be produced to orient new staff mezbers to laws,

regulations, goals and activities of the ABE center, or prov3,4e special

instruction to novice faculty.

Most teachers blanch at the thought of becoming involved in the

preparation of visuals, since charts, graphs and conventional visuals

require some artistic ability, some expertise with special equipmentvand

the most precious commodity of all, time. There are, however, several

notable exceptions.

Most office copiers can be used to produce reasonable satisfactory

overhead transparencies from any printed matter in a matter of a few

seconds, for less than twenty-five cents each. Transparencies of out.;

standing student papers may be projected for study by the group, along

with maps, charts and diagrams. Those with access to local graphics

productiox areas can request the more sophisticated colored diazo
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transparencies, with or without overlays to further develop the basic idea.

Those who have access to neither can create their own visuals with a sheet

of plastic and a marking pen.

Teachers who hake extensive use of the chalkboard should consider

using the overhead projector instead, since it permits them to face the

class, and constantly appraise their student's comprehension of the subject

under discussion. The use of transparencies eliminates the necessity to

laboriously write out basic informatival or re-draw designs, since the

visuals may be erased after ever use. An additional advantage is "Pat

material presented earlier can be reviewed at any time. Color may also be

added to increase interest.

Access to an 81nm motion picture camera makes it possible to create

single concept films. The students can become the stars of these brief

films, which in less than four minutes can teach a single concept or

activity. No special lighting or other complicated hardware is required.

The only preparation demanded is a well thought out script, which reveals

the proper sequencing of events in order to achieve the desired objectives.

Much has been written about portable videotape recorders, which are

becoming increasingly available to most school systems. Complete units,'

consisting of a recorder, camera, tripod and the necessary cable are now

available for just over one thousand dollars.

The inherent advantages are legion. Presentations of visiting lecturers

or other special events may be recorded for replay at some future date,

students may see themselves immediately after making a class report, or

participating in a role-playing endeavor. Self-criticism is the most

beneficial criticism of all, and students can immediately recognize

mannerisms, the need for improvement in speech, posture or appearance, or

4".
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other problems which cannot be conveyed as effectively in any other format.

It is generally agreed that students will learn more by doing than

through inztruction, and the use of the videotape recorder in the classroom

will add an, additional incentive.

A mpit,devestating experience for any teacher is to see himself on

television. Those who Are really interested in improving their instruc-

tional presentation should subject themselves to this expurgating experience,

in which you become aware of your own shortcomings and see areas for

improvement.

The equipment is threaded much like a conventional tape recorder, and

is as easY to operate. On most models, the audio and video levels are

automatically controlled, so the sole concern is the operation of the video

camera. This consists principally of pointing it in the direction desired,

and focusing the zoom lens, when it is available.

The recent decision of the.Japanese government to make all video tape

recorders produced by that country computable will almost alleviate the

major problem that has plagued the users of this medium. Previously the

recordings made on one, model of equipment had to be played back on the same

model. Now that a start on compatability has been assured, the problem

will in time be greatly diminished. Half-inch equipment is generally

satisfactory for classroom recordings, when broadcast quality. is not

required.

Video tape is relatively inexpensive, costing out at approximately

ten cents Per recorded hour. This takes into account the fact that most

tape is good for at least 500 uses, in either the record or playback mode.

Portable units are available with a battery pack, which is about the

size of a large handbag. These units can be carried on field trips, or

into areas where electrical current is not readily available. They are
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relatively unobtrusive, and can be used to record skills, processes,

formalities or close-up action, providing all viewers with a front row

seat of the action on playbaCk.

Provisions for taking into account the individual differences in

learning 'ability amoung students has long been a goal of educators, This

can be partially realized through the effective use of the tape recorder.

Recent experiences have shown that the information contained in an hour's

lecture can easily be presented in less than 4o minutes on a tape. When

one is going to record a lecture, he spends more time in its preparation,

in selecting the most concise phrases, eliminating ephemeral trivia, and

developing the subject in an orderly fashion. When one is conveying

information only, then: thought should be given to recording the talk, The

instructor can better spend his time in other endeavors than repeating a

lecture several times. Most students in large classes much prefer. listening

to their faculty member on atape, since it establishes a feeling of an

instructor-student dialog.

Some instructors give individual responses to student papers by

recording their comments on individual tapes for the students to play back

at their converience, and study is can also use them to check their

pronunciation or evaluate their delivery.

Over a period of time, it would be possible to develop a library of

informational tapes with details of the procedure foriaccomplishing

various tasks, such as seeking legal aid, financial assistance, welfare,

making an application for public housing, or any of the other problems

which face the undereducated adult at various times during the year; The

student could be given the tape which provides all of the information

generally required. The instructor would need only to supplement by

answering specific questions, assured all of the essential information had

been given.
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The development of the cassette recorder opens new vistas for the

application of recorded information to instruction. A cassette is much

easier to store than a conventional tape reel, is less expensive, easier to

handle, and.has sufficient playing time for the average lesson. Even more

important is the fact that the playback units are portable and less

expensive. The time is. at hand when the students will be able to take these

cassette playbacks home with them, to do their studying at a time most

convenient to them. We all have a tendency to learn better when we want

to learn. Some of us tvi?e night people, others study best in the early

morning.

When an instructional need, can be met with audio tapes, or with audio

tapes and a workbook, it will be possible for each student in the class

to prooeed independently, doing his work at school and at home.

35mm slides have long been neglected as a teaching device. By use of

an easily operated camera, it is possible to photograph buildings, places

and personnel which have some significance to the ABE student.

With the use of a Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker, even the most bumbling

photographer can copy pictures, drawings or make the close-ups required fQr

his lesson plan.

The Visualmaker Kit contains a camera and two simple copy stands, each

with a 'built-in reflector which provides. just the proper amount of light

from the flashcube to properly illuminate ike item being copied. The entire

unit costs approximately one hundred dollars, and provides all of the

photographic capability that will be required in the average classroom.

The ultimate in individualized instruction is the auto-tutorial

mode, which is achieved through the use of 35mm ,slides and a specially

designed tape recorder.
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All of you are familiar with the sound filmstrip, which o4 the ac.

companying record with an audible beep when it is time to advance to the

next frame. Only the most talented operators are able to keep the

presentation in synchronization, with the proper commentary for each frame,

This concep hAr_. been dramatically improved through the invention of the

device which can be used to synchronize the audio tape with a Carousel or

Ektagraphic slide projector.

After the slides have been produced which give the proper visual

treatment to the subject, a script is written to provide the additional

information required. These recorders have a special facility which permits

the operator to add a sub-audible pulse while recording which advances the

slides automatically.

Once the recording has been completed, students need only place the

slide tray on the projector, turn on the equipment, and have the synchronized

production automatically presented. The obvious advantage is that the

student can repeat the lesson as many times as desired, and at his

cenvenience. Through the use of this approach, the student is not limited

by his reading ability.. Changes in the lesson plan can be made by

substituting slides or re-recording the commentary.

A further refinement is a response board, which can be attached to some

cassette tape recorders. This device permits the student to answer 40

multiple choice questions, with his response being punched into a data card,

which is inserted in the unit.

The responder can be set in either of two modes. The "learning mode,"

which will not permit the recorder to advance until the student has given

the correct answer, or the "test mode," which causes the tape recorder

to resume playing regardless of the answer. indicated. Some machines can
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also be programmed to give the student time to write down any notes he may

desire about each slide before advancing to the next frame.

All of this equipment is designed to allow the student to stud,/

independently, and have an immediate record of his progress in learning

the information required.

One of the real problems in the media field is the lack of adequate

resource guidos to the commercially prepared material which are available,

'The EDUCATIONAI, MEDIAINDEX,1 published in 1964, was the first major

effort to list all types of 'media materials in one comprehensive index.

The 16 volumes in this set did provide considerdble information, but the

publication has not been kept current.

The next effort was the INDEX TO 16 MM FILMS2 produced by the National

Information Center of Educational Media, and the companion volume,

INDEX TO 35 MM EDUCATIONAL FILMSTRIPS.3 These volumes are fairly inclusive,

with a supplement to the former volume recently released by R. R. Bowker.'

Later this spring, the Westinghouse Learning Corporation will issue

a new publication which will provide a comprehensive index to instructional

materials in all medid for all audiences. THE LEARNING DIRECTORY 19705

is scheduled to contain approximately 200,000 entries of instructional

materials listed under some 900,000 headings. It is anticipated that this

.publication will consist of 8,500 pages in seven volumes, and will be

available for under $75.00.

1New York, McGraw - Hill, 1964
2New York, McGraw-Hill, 1966
4New York, McGraw-Hill, 19b
R. R. Bowker, 1180 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036
5Westinghouse Learning Corporation, Business Planning, 100 Park Avenue,

New York 10017
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This conference will provide you adult basic education personnel

an opportunity to acquaint publishers and producers with your software

requirements, with the numbers of people involved, the urgency of the

demand for attention to this problem and an awareness of the role which

they must play in ordei to provide media materials for the undereducated,

adult,
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NEW CURRICULUM DESIGNS FOR THE CULTURALLY UNIQUE

The University of Wisconsin

Stephen S. Udvari
Associate Project Director

This is an era of rapid technological change. Man has broken his

earthly bounds and has made "a giant leap for 'mankind" with astronaut

Neil Arustrong's moon landing. In 1961 President Kennedy set the nation%1

goal to land a man on the moon, and by the close of the decade, this

historic feat was achieved.

The past decade was also an era of turbulent social and economic

change, focusing national attention on the poor and the contributing

problem of the undereducated. The Economic Opportunity Act was passed in

the summer of 1964 to help the undereducated adult. In response, state

plans for adult basic education operation went into effect in the winter and

spring of 1965. Following this initiative, the Adult Education Act was

made public law in 1966. In the past six years there has been a slow

awakening of latent social conscience to these earthly problems.

Is it not time for Adult Basic Education to come of age?

Is it not time that basic education for adults also should hold some

small glimmer of hope for mankind?

Adult Basic Education is not a new link in the continuing chain of

education as a lifelong process:' There are two significant milestones in

the Adult Basic Education movement in this country; the first occurrred

after the Civil War in response to the emancipation of the slaves and the

tremendous task educating a segment of our population that was totally

illiterate, and the second occurred after World War I in response to the

citizenship programs for immigrants. Interestingly enough, this became the

first attempt to teach large numbers of people English as a second language.
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It might be added, however, that traditions teaching methods were used

and not the new techniques developed in present-day TESL programs.

The 'body of knowledge about adult basic education in relation to

elementary education is comparatively small. For the most part, early

attempts to establish a curriculum for adults have employed the .....22:tive

method; that is, existing elementary materials were simply adopted out-

rightly for use without any attempt to change the content or instructional

methods. The next stage of curriculum design and development employed the

adaptive method. In this method some aspects of the child-oriented material

were modified. In most situations the authors of adult materials simply

changed the supporting illustrations and the front cover. Some attempts

were made to change the childish language and character of the content.

These early attempts proved highly unsuccessful, and the adult learners

dropped out of the literacy programs in droves from sheer boredom and

insult to their intelligence.

It wasn't until behavioral and educational psychologists, such as

Dr. Eisdorfer of Duke University, revealed that there were marked

differences in learning styles between young people and adults that some

attempts were made to develop totally adult-centered curriculum materials.

In early curricular materials the stress was placed on basic fact content

and skill development rather than its relevance to the real and felt

needs of the adult learner.

The disadvantaged, according to Dr. Derbyshire, a psychiatrist at

UCLA, are 'lacking in motivation and goal orientation. This characterization

is often assumed by the status quo advocates as being innate to dis-

advantaged persons, something they are born with. Earlier ABE programs

employed channel motivation. For the most part, the appeal to enlist and
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hold ABE members in literacy programs was a moral one. There were three

categories of channeled motivation,

1. social-agency directed,

2. economic,

3. educational.

The appeal went like this: In order to secure funds and materials

administered by social agencies..., or to secure, hold and advance in

employment..., or to improve,one's self-image and image as a helping

parent, the adult learner must be able to read, write, and compute.

Therefore, his guilt for conditions. over which he had little or no control

was compounded,

In many ways, this channeling was imposed by federal agencies granting

the resource support. From examination of program proposals federally

funded, it appears that nearly all ABE programs are predicated on nne

major goal, namely, "to help the undereducated attain sufficent skills in

lisi-ening, speaking, reading, writing, and computing in order to be

trained and/or retrained for jobs." According to a consensus, one is led

to believe that adult basic education is a secondary concern, since

realizing the short term goal of employability is the primary objective.

It would follow that ABE is a transient program that will in time abolish

itself through natural attrition of employmant.

First, not all ABE condidates are seeking jobs, and second, not all

ABE candidates are seekil:ig,to leave one area for another. The adult going

through many of these programs has learned to raise his level of aspiration

only, to be confronted with the knowledge that no avenues of opportunity

exist for him to realize his goals.

Reports of our advances in technology stress one theme, man is belle

ade obsolete. There is a growing feeling of futility among adults in
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in training and retraining programs, since it is generally their jobs

that will be made obsolete in the next stage of technological advancement.

Man is clinging desperately to one intangible thread of his existence,

the dignity of man. In the main, the culturally and educationally unique

are seeking to improve the quality of their lives. They are seeking

strategies to cope with life events. Reading, writing, and computing are

among these strategies, it is true, as are getting a job, making a budget,

and knowing the man to call when, you have no other place to turn.

The new basic education curriculum for adults should grow out of the

needs and experiences of the learner and contribute to his self-development

and to the improvement of the quality of his life. The scope of such a

curriculum to be effective must go beyond the literacy skills level and

strengthen the learner's competencies as & person, a parent, a worker and

a citizen. The challenge of Horace Mann' remains strong, "Education, if it

is to mean anything, must teach us how to live."

Curriculum design is not the act of simply adopting or adapting

existing child-oriented materials to adult applications. Curriculum design

is a process of determining a system of relationships between the learner

(his needs, his individual differences, his self-directed purposes), and the

teacher (his personality, his methods, his strategies), and the to !;a1

supporting resources of institutions (goals, objectives, concepts, content,

media, technology, environment, administration, etc).

The greatest singular weakness of present ABE programs is that the

programs have to be implemented almost immediately without sufficent lead

time to develop a viable curriculum. The controllers of purse strings

demand specific inputs and resulting outputs to justify the expenditure of
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moneys. Another weakness (and in some way as the result of immediate

programs implementation) is the national Adult Basic Education has never

been organized around a specific philosophy or statement of goals. At

present each program and organization seemingly purse divergent goals, prime

of which is self-perpetuation through continued funding. Another factor,

in present ABE programs, is the lack of interest in developing and producing

relevant materials for adults by publishers. Since they are primarily

interested in the profit gained from elementary and secondary schools, the

publishers are not ready to jeopardize the larger and more stable market

of these public schools for the smaller market of Adult Basic Education.

There are, however, a few small publishing companies who are going yeoman's

service for ABE.

ABE program personnel have two challengers'before.them:

1. They must take the initiative and design new models for ABE

and develop supporting curriculum materials, and

they must promote and enlist publisher interest and participation

in a joint effort to improve the quality of ABE curriculum

materials.

Another avenue that deserves pursuing is educating state and federal

officials to the need for separately developing new designs, systems, and

curricula for ABE without the burden of instructional program operation.

Moreover, the failure of many ABE programs is the result of this dual

burden.

The beginning for such an ABE curriculum effort is now and with us.

T shall be the, question, "where do we start?" We start with some of the

things 1 have stated, a definition, a design model, a criteria of needs.
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First, we need a working definition of Adult Basic Education. I do

not presume that the statement I am about to offer is the answer. I

present it to you as a point of departure for .your further thinking. W

definition is as follows: Adult Basic Education is an instructional

program in the continuing stream of life-long education designed to provide

experiences to improve the quality of life of adults who are functioning

at a level of performance that does not permit their skillful use of

available alternatives and their total involvement in today's complex

society.

Since adult education contributes directly and immediately to

increasing the competence of adults who are affected by and can influence

many aspects of social change, a concept model can be designed that relates

to all major life roles and which can serve to develop content centers for

listing experiences on a broad range of human interests and needs.

.The Adult Basic Education model I propose is a three-dimensional;

cube. To clarify its dimensions, I shall use Bloom's "Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives" classifications; they are the Cognitive Domain,

the Affective Domain, and the Psychomotor Domain. (please refer to

Exhibit A on page 11 for an illustration of the model.)

Goals for ABE,are derived from the needs of adult individuals. These

are a wide range of felt, real, and postponed needs. It is possible to

develop an exhaustive list; however, nearly all needs can, be as to

one of the following four categories:

1. need to know, identify,

2. need to relate, be heard,

3. need to work, be productive, and

MIO



4. need to contribute, determine one's own destiny.

Since needs are the outgrowth of feelings, we can assign them to the

Affective Domain.

Using the above needs, we can prescribe a set of goals. These goals

are the same as those proposed by the Educational Policies Commission

of tlga National EducatiOn Association. The goals are:

1. the goal of self-realization,

2. the goal of human relationships,

3. the goal of economic efficiency, and

4. the goal of civic responsibility.

Interestingly enough, the goals also define the life-roles of man. These

roles are man as a person, a paront (symbolic for helping agent), a worker

and a citizen. Furthermore, these roles can serve to establish the basic

concept matrix involved 'in ABE. The concepts are identification,

interaction, production (management), and participation. Since these

elements describe concepts, they are the substance of knowledge and are,

therefore, assigned to the Cognitive Domain.

Knowledge is applied to the task of acquiring skills, ways of doing

or dealing with things. As the result of our need to know we develop

literacy or communication skills. We use these skills to gather

information about ourselves and others. In turns they help us* develop

social skills as a response to our need to relate, the act of getting along

with others. As the result of our human relationship interactions we

need to do for others---we need to work, to create, to be productively

engaged. To be productively engaged we must acquire vocational skills.

Our vocational skills are used to make contribution to the community. As

community persons we employ coping skills to participate in civic

responsibilities. Ultimately these coping skills are used as strategies



for political and social change. Since skills are performed, observed,

and measured, they are assigned to the Psychomotor Domain.

Note how each component of the model relates inextricably to each of

the other components. In analyzing the model illustration, note further

how each of the elements interact in a total supportive scheme. Needless

to say, the ABE Concept Design must be translated into some sort of

eduCational delivery system around which a viable curriculum, can be,

developed. Using the interaction scheme illustrated in the concept design,

I would like to describe for you the delivery system I designed for the

Rural Family Development Project at The University of Wisconsin. This

system will employ an integrated curriculum approach. In other words,

the communication skills will not be taught separately as in traditional

literacy programs. Most curricula for adults are derigned in traditional

text book fashion, with separate texts for reading, writing, computing, and,

social skill improVement. The RFD staff will strive to integrate all of

these variables in single unit presentations. Relevant social coping

strategies will be determined on a priority scale of use and importance

and simultaneously intergrated, with listening, speaking, reading, spelling,

writing and computing skill development.

The basic premise of the Integrated Curriculum Design is.that adults

can be taught to read, write, and compute through a system of coping

skills that represent their most pressing needs within their immediate

life frame. These strategies are designed in the form of problem solving

relationships for strengthening judgments in exercising the adult role as

a person, a parent, a worker/consumer and a citizen. We have noticed in

researching present ABE programs that almost invaribly the first objective
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is to help the adult master the basic education skills. There are few

adults who want to master anything, let alone basic education skills.

True, we are interested in upgrading learner skills in the basic subject

areas but also in enabling adults to learn how to employ strategies needed

in improving the quality. of life while learning other practical skills.

We have unwittingly overlooked, or worse, minimized the contribution

of adult education to deal with social change. Traditionally there has

been over-emphasis on method of education and degree of learner involvement

instead of focusing on social issues and problems.

The RFD project addresses itself to one of the most perplexing

variables confronting all ABE programs the problem of motivation. After

working hard all day or being frustrated by continued unemployment, it's

hard to drag oneself out of the house, drive miles to some classroom that

recalls for the adult, his early failures, and then be bright and receptive

to one's educational opportunity. Adults want to participate in programs

on their own timetable, when their desire is at a peak, and when what is

being taught interests them. Inasmuch as adult programs are voluntary,

adults want to come when they can, leave when they want to, or when their

needs have been met, and return any time they feel the urge to know.

Unfortunately, many adults become forced drop-outs simply because they

missed three classes in a row, or failed to move sequentially from one

grade level to another. To meet these kinds of needs, program designers

must consider and incorporate the variables of flexibility, availability,

and applicability of the curriculum delivery system.

We feel that the Rural Family Development project will achieve these

challenges, for RFD is an all-new approach to reaching the rural undereducated
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...not in the traditional classroom and in-front-of-the chalkboard setting

,..but in their own homes.

The project is designed as a three-pronged thrust, utilizing

television, individualized home-study techniques and personalized contacts

in the home to reach its participants.

We have learned in" order to reach these people with messages, we

Must use those things through which they are now receiving messages.

Television has been selected as the primary vehicle for conveying messages to

and motivating potential rural learners, because we know that nearly 95%

of all rural homes have at least one TV set.

As you can gather, what will be offered by RFD will be practical.

The content units will expand learning situations to which the adult's

background of experience can readily be related. Thorndike in his

Learninl Theories of connectivism points out that adults have already made

many permanent stimulus-response bonds which they use...some deter rather

than further learning. One of the purposes of the home-visitation agent

is to detect these bonds and relay the information to the development

team for creating new learning situations in order that the adult may

recognize these errors and learn new relationships, In short, the purpose

of RFD is not to destroy the environment that the participants are

familiar with, but to capitalize on those aspects of the enviornment that

the adult finds somewhat favorable and relevant with which to cope. I

hasten to point out that the idea of coping %is not just getting'along,

rather it is a dynamic expansion of the term to mean to deal with

effectively,
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This will give you some idea about the larger picture of RFD.

Possibly this quick description raises more questions that it $aswers,

however, I must confine myself to the more immediate issue cf curriculum

design and the explanation of our educational' delivery system (EDS).

Briefly, EDS is a content distribution and organizational system,

centrally developed and.produced on a high professional plane, yet so

extremely flexible that it meets a large variety of needs in terms of

interests, abilities, developmental growth, scheduling, regional limitations,

and so forth.

Utilizing the four major goals of education in democratic society

as stated in Exhibit-A, the RFD project has been designed around, four

major Content Centers. Each Content Center contains integrally related

information about life experiences. These experiences are based on the

concept development scheme of being and becoming, a relationship of moving

inward then outward. The Content Centers are Me, Me and Otherc, Me and

My Money, and Me and My Community.

For a schematic representation of the Integrated Curriculum Design

Model see Exhibit-B on.Pnss 18. Observe that the objectives for the

program are der:Lved from an assessment of adult priorities of wants,

interests, and needs and integrated with the goals of education. The

alphabetical designations listed under each content center represent

the modular units of instructional content. At the bottom right, input

of developmental processes are considered in reference to the full range

of basic communication skills. Each content unit is designed in

reference to communication and computation skill development. Furthermore,

each lesson is designed on three levels of performance to meet individual

needs and sequencing for developmental growth. Individual differences are
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considered in terms of performance, ability, motivation, rate of learning

and self-pacing, and so forth. A personalized prescription is provided

for each learner, allowing all learners to participate under full

flexibility of personal limitations.

The Content Center titles were carefully chosen to create a stronger

sense of personalization 'that is non-threatening. The use of the word

Me tends to create an immediate sense of self- identity and convey the

feeling of self-direction; whereas, the commonly used title of You tends

to be directive and projects feelings outward from the individual... it is

someone else, not me. Incidentally, it is correct to say my money and me,

however, we chose the vernacular form for emphasis and identification.

Surveys and resource people of the same life style as our potential

clients were used to determine the priority of adult wants, interests and

Leeds. Prophetically, the initial letters of wants, interests, awl needs

spell out the work WIN.

In the next step, an index of modular units are determined from the

survey of wants, interests and needs, each of which contains two or more

integral and/or cumulative lessons designed around specific behavioral

specifications. For example the content center of Me and Money is

divided into two parts, Me and My Home and Me and My Work, containing the

following modules:

Part 1
Managing My Family's Money
Homestead Protection
Planning My Family's Meals
Buying Guides
Health and Sanitation
Medical and Social Services
Making My House a Home

Part 11
Looking for a Job
Applying for a Job
Job Responsibilities
Job Benefits
Self,.Employment
Employment Services.

The content centers illustrated in the model are used to designate the
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titles of four 3-ring binders made for insertion of loose-leaf instructional

materials. Instead of a textbook or workbook, the adult learner will

receive four 'ty, binders each with an appropriate index of modular

units and divider tabs (as described in the aforementioned paragraph),

ready to be filled with special instructional units that will be individually

prescribed, for the RFD member.

More than 100 different instructional units will be prepared to go

in these binders. Each major topic to be treated by RFD will be prepared

on three different ability levels; this way, each RFD member, with the

assistance of his home-teacher aid, will select the appropriate inFitruction-

al unit that will meet his exact requirements. The adult inserts the unit

in his Content Center loose-leaf binder, thus beginning his own

encyclopedia of strategies for coping with life events.

The loose -leaf binder and content system has numerous aLt,...'4wAges over

traditional textbooks in addition to flexibility of choice and student

involvement developing his own materials.

L. Appropriate existing materials maybe inserted at any time

in the binder.

The student is not innundated with materials irrevelent to

his particular needs.

3. Revision or additions can easily be made without revising or

dating the entire book.

4. New units can be prepared for distribution without revising

the entire book.

Materials can be highly localized and regionalized...special

language and ethnic needs can be met on a unit t.sis.
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6. Content experts frm thourghout the country can participate

in developmental projects in their specialty on a Unit-by-

unit basis.

In studying the EDS model, one might visualize a bill of fare, a

menu from which one may choose as his appetite would move him. Rightly

so, for the learnea: has An added option to select from each Center and

each module the lesson that suits him. Each lesson is sequentially

tabbed, making an obvious break in the order if the learner is choosing

at randam. Confronted with the breaks in his personal encyclopedia, the

adult has added psychological motivation to complete the broken sequence.

Aside from the information and new concepts of how to deal with

problems, the adult is being guided through a deliberate developmental

process of acquiring reading, writing, and computing skills. In addition

to having all lessons designed on three ability levels, integrated into

each lesson are developmental concepts that permit learners to grow in

progressive achievement.

The final facet of this RFD curriculum design is thatevery member

will be able to participate in and benefit from the total program. For

example, if an individual enters on Level-B and does not progress

developmentally beyond that point, he does not have to drop out of the

program. He will be permitted and encouraged to continue and benefit

from the full range of the. content materials, since all subsequent

materials can be offered him on the same level of performance in which he

has found success. On the other hand, if an individual progresses

consecutively, he will receive subsequent units on progressively more

difficult levels.
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Advancement in our educational system is now based on vertical

movement...when you have mastered the 2nd grade materials, you advance

to the 3rd, then the 4th. and 5th., and so on. We do not provide for

those who cannot go beyond a given grade level... as far as we are concerned,

his education is over. The RFD Content Center system provides for

unlimited horizontal educational advancement...an RFD member can continue

to learn, in a variety of fields, indefinitely, broadening his lire coping

skills, at a given success level. Naturally, we hope he will advance

vertically and improve basic skills. However, we have provided for those

millions of Americans who cannot do this.

ABE must abandon the idea of moving adults through meaningless

grade-by-grade progression and develop totally new models for adult

learning.

ROproduction and use of the exhibits and
description of the RFD project is strictly
forbidden for purposes other than the scope
of this conference. All rights reserved by
the author and the Board ofZegenta of the
University of Wisconsin.
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ACTIVITY
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MOTIVATION

PROCESS
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AILT1LESEILEELL
DETERMINING CONTENT ORIENTATION AND RELEVANCE

Do culturally and educationally unique adiats share
the same level of reality with us (the educations)?
Is his sense and context of meanings general enough
to perceive t1 content being ptesented? What are
the limits of his richness of experiences with others,
with the print media, and with alternatives of choice
and opportunity?

What is the range of ability or degree of maturation
for each learner? What are the limitations imposed
on the culturally and educationally unique by region-
alism and ghetto isolation?

Are the learners capable of manipulating the materials?
What is their psychomtor ability? Are there any
physical impairments that would delimit the use of
certain media or technology?

Will the material and activity stimulate the learner's
interest and increase his attention span?

Is the activity in the realm of the individual's act-
ive knowledge realm? Is the activity related to pre-
Sent living experiences of the learner, and is it
socially significant?

Is it hard enough to challenge yet easy enough to
insure some degree of success?

Is 'the activity flexible enough to allow for unforeseen
constraints? Does it provide for individual differences,
giving the learner the feeling that the program was
designed especially for him? Is sufficient time af-
forded to account for adult need for longer periods
of exposure to ideas, concepts, materials and other.
relationships, and for responding?

Will the activity lead to more worthy things, foster-
ing an inquiring and investigative attitude?

Will the activity develop relationohips leading to
organization of experiences by information,
assimilating, comparing, evaluating and concluding?
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CONCEPT
FORMULATION

TTmanss
AND RELEVANCE

COORDINATION/
INTERGRATION

CONDUCIVE
ENVIRONMENT

HEALTH, SAFETY
AND WELFARE

BEHAVIOR
MANAGEMENT

METHODS AN])
MEDIA

Will the learning experience embody, concepts
relative to "growing & developing." decision
malting," and interacting" which are vital for
PlysIcal, mental and social maturity?

Does the activity giVe promise of outcomes
relatively valuable in life today? Will the
program lead toward the improvement of the quality

of :Lite?

Will there be a correlation and intergation with
the home, community, state, nation and world?

Is the learning.environment conducive for
wholesome release of free expression and creative

exploration?

Have considerations been made relative to the
health,, welfare, and safety of the learner?

Will behavioral management considerations
contribute to the education rather than
adjudication of learners?

Are appropriate methods and media considerations
included in the teaching-learning processes?

Reprint from:
Stephen S. Udvari, Educational CONFIRU9AbEasLla
introduction to a NerriTe---,chinEheCurriculum
aatt4.21462221E, The Board of Regents, The University,
of Wisconsin, 1968-69, 76 pages.
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